St Helens CCG Primary Care
Decision Making Committee Meeting
Date:

Wednesday, 18th January 2017

Time:

9.30 am – 12.00 noon

Venue:

Conference Room A
St Helens Chamber

Part 1 of this meeting will be held in public

Mission Statement:
‘Making a difference – right care, right place, right time’

St Helens Clinical Commissioning Group fully support and abide by the
pledges set out within the NHS Constitution and we work to ensure we
portray the values and behaviours expected of all NHS organisations
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PRIMARY CARE (DECISION MAKING) COMMITTEE
WEDNESDAY, 18TH JANUARY 2017 9.30 A.M. – 12 NOON
CONFERENCE ROOM A, ST HELENS CHAMBER:

Apologies for absence:

Declarations of Interest:

Item

Time

Agenda Item

Purpose

PC17/01/01

9.30
am

Apologies

(to note)

Chair

Declarations of Interest

(to note)

Chair

PC17/01/02

Presented
by

PC17/01/03

9.35
am

Minutes of Previous Meeting held on 7th December
2016 and Action Log

(for ratification)

Chair

PC17/01/04

9.45
am

Matters Arising

(to note)

Chair

PC17/01/05

9.50
am

Finance Report

(to receive and
approve)

Chief Finance
Officer

PC/17/01/06

10.05
am

Performance and Quality Primary Care Dashboard

(verbal update
to note)

PC17/01/07

10.20
am

GP Quality Contract

( to note)

PC17/01/08

10.35
am

GP Forward View Final Report

(to receive and
endorse)

Associate
Director:
Primary Care
Primary Care
Management
Lead
Associate
Director:
Primary Care

PC17/01/09

10.50
am

Comparison of Primary Care Allocations

(verbal update
to note)
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Deputy Chief
Finance
Officer

PC17/01/10

11.00
am

PCDMC Risk Register

(to review and
agree)

PC17/01/11

11.10
am

Terms of Reference

(to review)

PC17/01/12

11.20
am

(to note)

PC17/01/13

11.25
am
11.30
am

Minutes for noting
Minutes from the Primary Care Quality and Operational
Group held on 24th November 2016
Key Issues for the Governing Body

PC17/01/14

Associate
Director:
Primary Care
Associate
Director:
Corporate
Governance

Chair

Any other business

Date and time of next meeting:
The next meeting of the St Helens CCG Primary Care (Decision Making) Committee will take place on Wednesday,
15th March 2017 in Room 8, St Helens Town Hall
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St Helens Clinical Commissioning Group
Meeting of the St Helens CCG
Primary Care Decision Making Committee
held on Wednesday, 7th December 2016
in Conference Room B, St Helens Chamber
Salisbury Street, St Helens WA10 1FY

Minutes
Members:
Geoffrey Appleton
Prof Sarah O’Brien
Paul Brickwood
Rachel Jones
Tony Foy
Dr Hilary Flett
Dr J Banat

GA
SOB
PB
RJ
TF
HF
JB

Chair, St Helens Governing Body
Clinical Chief Executive
Chief Finance Officer
Lay Member, PPI
Lay Member, Audit, Governance and Finance
GP – St Helens CCG Governing Body Member
GP Governing Body Member

Dr Mike Ejuoneatse
Tom Hughes
Lisa Ellis

ME
TH
LE

GP Governing Body Member
Chair, Healthwatch
Interim Chief Nurse

Kirk Benyon
David McBride
Karen Leverett

KB
DM
KL

NHSE on behalf of Rose Gorman
Associate Director; Primary Care
Primary Care Management Lead

In Attendance:

Minute Taker

Sarah Lawrenson

Members of
the Public

0

PA - St Helens CCG

3

St Helens CCG Primary Care Decision Making Committee Part I Meeting 26th October 2016
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PC 16 12 01
1.1
1.2

Chairs introduction
Apologies
Apologies were noted from:

Action

Rose Gorman, NHSE
Julie Abbott, Deputy Chief Executive
Margaret Geoghegan, Assistant Director; Medicines
Management
Sue Forster, Interim Director of Public Health
Julie Ashurst, Deputy Chief Finance Officer (due to the
Chief Finance Officer in attendance)
Mike Wyatt, Strategic Director; People’s Services St
Helens MBC
Dr Paul Rose, GP Governing Body Member
The Chair welcomed the attendees to the Committee
meeting.

PC 16 12 02

Declarations of Interest

2.1

Dr Banat provided a written submission of a potential
Conflict of Interest as [it] involves Eccleston Medical
Centre, whose GP Partners are soon to be my GP
Partners.

2.2

At the commencement of the Declarations of Interest
item the Chair informed Dr Banat that he would be
excluded from the meeting for that item.

2.4

Dr Ejuoneatse stated As a GP and local provider no
direct interests but just in case there may be prejudicial
interests of one provider against another. Will I be
involved or excluded from the decision-making?

2.5

Audit Committee Chair commented that the interest was
not material.

2.6

Chair informed Dr Ejuoneatse that he should remain for
the item. Voting would be considered later if necessary.

2.7

Dr Flett (arrived late). The Chair requested a declaration
of interests. Dr Flett stated that None other than my
entry on the register. The Chair accepted the
declaration.
The meeting continued
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2.8

Nil returns were received from:
Sarah O’Brien, Clinical Chief Executive
Geoffrey Appleton, Lay Chair
Tony Foy, Lay Governing Body Member
Julie Abbott, Deputy Chief Executive
Lisa Ellis, Interim Chief Nurse
Rachel Jones, Lay Member, Patient
Involvement
Tom Hughes, Healthwatch

and

Public

The meeting was declared as quorate.
PC 16 12 03

Minutes of Previous Meeting

3.1

The minutes of the previous meeting held on 26th
October 2016 were agreed as a true and accurate record
of the meeting.

PC 16 12 04

Matters Arising

4.1

Action Points from the previous meeting

4.1.1

PC160410 Practice Profiles - Primary Care Dashboard
The Committee noted that it would receive a verbal
update as noted on the agenda and a written update
would be available at the January 2017 meeting. The
Interim Chief Executive noted it was her understanding
that the Dashboard would be received for information
and approval as it had already been considered at
PQOG.

4.1.2

PC160809 Novation Application/Policy - The NHSE
representative, RG, was not in attendance to provide an
update on the Novation Application and KB deputising
had not received an update. He noted that an update
would be provided at the next meeting. The Interim
Chief Executive noted that the Committee needed to
demonstrate evidence of this application/policy following
the enquiry from a member of the public.
HF arrived at the meeting
There were no other matters arising.

PC 16 10 06

Finance Report

St Helens CCG Primary Care Decision Making Committee Part I Meeting 26th October 2016
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5.1

Finance Report – The Chief Finance Officer presented
an update on the Primary Care Draft Budget Setting
17/18. He apologised that he had not circulated a copy
of the report in advance of the meeting for members to
consider.
The purpose of the report highlighted
performance of the 2016/17 co-commissioning budget
against the initial allocation and the forecast outturn
based on month 7.

5.2

The Chief Finance Officer noted that in hindsight the
CCG removed funding as a QIPP than could be afforded
which is principally the reason for the potential
overspend. He further noted this was due to an error in
the budgets set on behalf of the CCG by NHSE which
led the CCG to believe the financial position was more
favourable than it was in the first half of the year. An
assumption within the QIPP savings had led to the
potential overspend at the end of the year.

5.3

The Interim Chief Executive queried the additional
money that had been set aside in relation to the £3 per
head transformational support.
The Chief Finance
Officer noted the intention of the plan is to invest 50%
split in 17/18 and 18/19 and the intention with the money
is to make change happen with the GP Forward View.

5.4

The Interim Chief Executive raised her concern PBr
regarding the GP Forward View in relation to the GP
Quality Contract for next year therefore she noted it
would be helpful for the Committee to receive a paper to
help inform their decision before February 2017.

5.5

The Chief Finance Officer will circulate a paper with the
minutes. A report will also be considered by the
Finance, Governance and Risk Committee in December
2016. The Lay Member, TF, noted there was some
confusion whether the Primary Care Delegated CoCommissioning budget should be approved by this
Committee or the Governing Body. Confirmation will be
sought with the Associate Director Governance.

PC 16 12 06
PC 16 12 07
6.1

Primary Care Dashboard
GP Quality Contract
The Associate Director Primary Care delivered a verbal
report and tabled a paper to the Committee. He noted
the work had not yet been fully completed on the
Dashboard as it did not currently provide a
comprehensive view. The Associate Director Primary
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Care further noted that the Dashboard formed part of the
GP Forward View as developing indicators. He noted
that full primary care data would be incorporated for
Practice Level and incorporate GP Quality Contract.
6.2

The Primary Care Management Lead noted that for the
Quality Contracts the Team had been linking in with the
Commissioning Team, Commissioning Intentions, RMS
and Map of Medicine.
She further noted that a
suggestion had been made by the GP Governing Body,
HF and Senior Commissioning Manager, RH to attend
the PLT. A Task and Finish Group is going to be
established with Clinical input with a view to providing a
baseline and achieving two contracts.
The GP
Governing Body, ME noted that the current Dashboard
does not reflect the investment historically which is going
into the Practice and therefore this should be
incorporated and comparison data reflected.

6.3

The Lay Member, TF noted there had been a helpful
discussion at the Primary Care Operational Group, if
focus on key issues to help evidence risk is being
managed. He noted that the principle risk in Primary
Care is resilience. The GP Governing Body Member, HF
noted the importance to sustain and keep experienced
resources to lead the GP Practices.

6.4

The Lay Member, PPI, RJ noted she was keen to
receive the Dashboard data and noted it was important
not to lose the focus on patient outc9omes and
experience with engagements. The GP Governing Body
Member, JB noted that a different approach could be for
high performing practices could help low performing
ones. The Chair of Healthwatch ascertained whether it
would be advantageous for Healthwatch to be involved.

6.5

The Interim Chief Executive noted it would be helpful for
the Committee to have a clear timescale when it will
receive the Dashboard. She noted it was important for
the Dashboard to measure Quality, Performance and
also look at the GP Quality Contract in respect of what
the core value is and to understand this. The Interim
Chief Executive further noted the data the CCG is in
receipt of should be used to help drive and support
Practices. She noted it is important to engage quickly
with a deadline of no later than January 2017. It was
further noted that if there are outlier Practices due to
St Helens CCG Primary Care Decision Making Committee Part I Meeting 26th October 2016
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historic inequity, the CCG needs to understand why this.
The Chair endorsed the comments made by the Interim
Chief Executive.
6.6

The Governing Body Member, HF noted Quality
Contracts should incorporate what they wish to aim for
and what they would like to achieve by the outcome.

PC 16 12 08

GP Forward View

8.1

The Associate Director; Primary Care presented the GP
Forward View report. The purpose of the report was to
provide assurance and information to the Committee on
the implementation of the GP Forward View in St
Helens. He noted a draft plan had been developed and
had been incorporated in the CCG’s draft Operational
Plan, which has been submitted to NHS England. This
plane will be refined followi8ng engagement with a range
of stakeholders prior to final submission before
Christmas.

8.2

The Associate Director Primary Care reported that a
further meeting would be held on 8th December 2016
with GPs and Practice Leads with a view to
recommending the endorsement received from the LMC
the morning of 8th December 2016.

8.3

The Associate Direction Primary Care noted that a
meeting had been held with Rota and had received
more than 90% sign off, even though the GPFV was only
in planning stage.

8.4

The Interim Chief Executive noted that she had been in
receipt of an updated version of the document and that it
alluded to finances and how these would be allocated.
She noted there should be a clear proposal at this
Committee with a view to the proposal options being
endorsed from a governance perspective.

8.5

The Governing Body Member, HF noted the importance
of involving the membership with engagement. The
Chair, GA ascertained whether there was a flowchart
diagram outlining where decisions are made and where
input is made. The Governing Body Member, ME noted
that he along with the Associate Director Primary Care
and Interim Chief Executive will be presenting to the
Forum the Membership and Members Forum. He noted
that the Membership should be influencing on decision
St Helens CCG Primary Care Decision Making Committee Part I Meeting 26th October 2016
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making.
8.6

The Lay Member, PPI, RJ noted that engagement of
membership required the engagement of the public and
feedback from the community recognising health and
inequalities. She noted whether the community links
could be strengthened.

8.9

The Lay Member, Audit, Governance and Finance, TF
referred to page 37, section 4.2 of the report should be
highlighted for common ground discussion. He noted he
had attended a Knowsley Federation meeting with the
Primary Care Management Lead, KL and noted the need
to influence and understand any potential risks of
Federations.
The Chair of Healthwatch noted his
concern of capturing engagement as members of the
public will criticise the CCG’s process if this is not
followed through.

8.10

The Governing Body Member, ME noted from the NHS
Forward View and the GP Forward View that the biggest
risk to the organisation is the position of Primary Care.
The CCG needs to look at supporting locality and
therefore could have a GP Governing Body link to help
develop this along with a Locality Development
Manager. The Chair, GA concurred with this approach.

8.11

The Governing Body Member, HF noted the importance
of patient views from the GP Practices and the focus on
membership in the 35 Practices. The Chair, GA noted
that there are also self-care Community Groups.

8.12

The Interim Chief Executive noted the importance of
establishing a small Membership Task and Finish Group
and to include representation from patient/public, acute,
Social Care settings. She noted that the direction of
approach was correct at the time and going forward
when submitting the document the team will pull together
the relevant stakeholders.

8.13

The Lay Member, PPI, RJ noted the approach going
forward should include 3 Lay Members with a view to
supporting the process and to include a Lead
Community Senior Nurse for the Locality Model,
therefore captures the community approach. It was
further noted that public engagement was a key focus.

8.14

The Chair, GA noted that the People’s Board would
St Helens CCG Primary Care Decision Making Committee Part I Meeting 26th October 2016
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receive and approve the document.

8.15

The NHS St Helens Primary Care Decision Making
Committee: Noted: the contents of the report and endorsed
the direction of travel set out in the plan for
primary care in St Helens.

PC 16 12 09

Minutes for Noting

9.1

The NHS St Helens Primary Care Decision Making
Committee: Noted the minutes of the Primary Care Quality
and Operational Group held on Thursday, 27th
October 2016.

PC 16 12 10

Key Issues for the Governing Body
The key issues for the Governing Body were agreed as:PC16/12/05 – Draft Budget for Primary Care to be
completed,

10.1

PC16/12/08 – Discussed GP Forward View to be
included in the Operational Plan. Membership to be
supported to engage more with the public. Energising
locality approach.
PC 16 10 12

Any Other Business

12.1

There was no other business.
Date and Time of Next Meeting
Please note new date for the next meeting, in line with
the newly established Corporate Wednesdays:
The next meeting of St Helens CCG Primary Care
Decision Making Committee will be held on Wednesday,
18th January 2017 in Conference Room A, St Helens
Chamber commencing at 9.30am-12noon.

St Helens CCG Primary Care Decision Making Committee Part I Meeting 26th October 2016
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Holly Bank Surgery – GBAF style reporting of future GP practice risks
requested.

DM

TF

KB

5.27

Action Points 07.12.16

NHSE Representative to confirm to the Committee whether the
Practice has had sight of the Whistle Blowers Report.

Should the CCG receive an Freedom of Information Request, papers
should be exempt from the public. The Associate Director Governance
should be informed of this.

Eldercare – Information awaited on the steps taken to recruit salaried
GPs
SOB/KL/KB Patterdale Lodge Medical Centre – The Interim Chief Executive, the
Primary Care Management Lead and the NHSE Representative should
arrange a meeting early in the New Year to discuss Lessons Learnt.

DM

(5.26)

PC16/12/05
(5.24)

PC16/10/05

The Committee needs to understand from the Local Authority where
they are planning to build in the Eccleston area and for the AD of
Primary Care to progress this, to ascertain what the vision of the
Eccleston Centre is and where is the borough at a locality in each area.

DM

PC16/12/04
(6.15)

Eccleston Medical Centre – an update on premises will be presented
to the December meeting.

DM

PC16/10/04

Item

Who

Ref

January 17

January 17

January 17

December 16

January 17

By When
December 16

1

Closed
December 16

ACTION POINTS FROM ST HELENS CCG Primary Care Decision Making Committee 7.12.16 –
Part II Meeting

Wednesday 18th January 2017
Date of meeting:
Chief Finance Officer
Governing Body Member Lead:
Chief Finance Officer
Accountable Director:

2016/17 Finance Report
Report title:
Item for: Decision

Assurance

X

Information

X

(Please insert X as appropriate)

This report supports the following CCG Strategic Objectives. Please insert ‘x’
as appropriate.
Strategic
Objectives

Governance
and Risk

1.
2.
3.
4.

To deliver financial sustainability
X
To deliver improvements through system redesign and in priority areas.
To deliver improved outcomes for patients
X
To develop primary care capacity and capability as system leaders

Does this report provide assurance against any of the risks identified in the Assurance
Framework? (please specify)
C2 – Failure to achieve financial target

What level of assurance does it provide?
(List levels i.e. Limited/Reasonable/Significant)
Is this report required under NHS guidance or for statutory purpose? (please specify)

Purpose of this paper
The report informs the committee of the full year forecast position based on information at November
2016. This includes devolved budgets set based on the delegated primary care allocation received
from NHSE plus additional local investment.
The report also highlights those budgets that contain the greatest degree of risk.

J\St Helens CCG\CORPORATE\Admin\1. Templates\COMMITTEE ADMINISTRATION
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PC170105

Report to Primary Care Decision Making Committee

Further explanatory information required:

Does this paper link to any of the
10 key themes of the CCG’s
Improvement Plan. If yes, please
specify.

How will this benefit the health and
wellbeing of St Helens residents or
the Clinical Commissioning
Group?

The finance report provides the CCG with an update on the
forecast outturn for both the delegated primary care
allocation and also the CCGs local investment within
primary (medical) care.
Those budgets which contain the greatest degree of risk are
also identified, including how the risk can be mitigated.

Please describe any possible
Conflicts of Interest associated
with this paper.

Please identify any current
services or roles that may be
affected by issues within this
paper.

What risks may arise as a result of
this paper? How can they be
mitigated?

Those budgets that contain the greatest risk are identified in
section 3 of the report. This includes how the risks can be
mitigated.

J\St Helens CCG\CORPORATE\Admin\1. Templates\COMMITTEE ADMINISTRATION
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Nationally NHS England (NHSE) notified CCG’s of their total planned allocations for 2016/17 to
2020/21 in January 2016. Contained in the document was the Primary Care Medical allocation for
each year. This represents the level of funding that has been made available to enable the CCG to
meet the requirements of delegated primary care commissioning.
This report provides a forecast outturn position based on the devolved budgets that have previously
been noted by the committee following receipt of the allocation. The estimates included in this
report are based on the financial position at November 2016.
The report also contains details of the financial position against the local investment in primary
medical care.
The report outlines those budgets which contain the greatest risk and provides a summary of the
key issues which may impact on the current forecast.

2. Background and Update

The CCG receives an annual primary care allocation which enables the CCG to commission
primary medical services on behalf of the local registered population. Additionally, the CCG
commits to the funding of Local Enhanced Services and the continuation of a GP Quality Contract.

3. Next Steps (as appropriate)

Primary care budgets will continue to be reviewed and risk assessed in the context of the overall
financial position as the year progresses. The committee will be kept informed of any changes to
the financial position.

4. Recommendations

It is recommended that the committee note the content of the report.

J\St Helens CCG\CORPORATE\Admin\1. Templates\COMMITTEE ADMINISTRATION
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1. Executive Summary
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Outcome

J\St Helens CCG\CORPORATE\Admin\1. Templates\COMMITTEE ADMINISTRATION

Note: Please ensure that it is clear in the comments and date column how and when particular stakeholders were involved in this work and ensure there is clarity in the outcome
column showing what the key message or decision was from that group and whether amendments were requested about a particular part of the work.

(please specify in comments)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Not
Comments & Date
applicable (i.e. presentation, verbal, actual report)
N/A

Presented to any other groups or committees
including Partnership Groups – Internal/External

No

N/A

Yes

Legal Advice Sought

detail outcomes, including risks and how these will
be managed)

Has ‘due regard’ been given to Equality
Analysis (EA) and any adverse impacts? (Please

survey, event, consultation)

Clinical Engagement (please detail the method i.e.

survey, event, consultation)

Public Engagement (please detail the method i.e.

Process

DOCUMENT DEVELOPMENT

PC170105a

Finance Report
1. Introduction
Nationally NHS England (NHSE) notified CCG’s of their total planned allocations for
2016/17 to 2020/21 in January 2016. Contained in the document was the Primary
Care Medical allocation for each year. This represents the level of funding which
has been made available to enable the CCG to meet the requirements of delegated
primary care commissioning.
Above the primary care allocation received for 2016/17, the CCG has also made
additional funds available which will enable the commissioning of Local Enhanced
Services plus the continuation of the GP Quality Contract.
This report provides a forecast outturn position based on the devolved budgets that
have previously been noted by the Committee. The estimates included in this report
are based on the financial position at November 2016.
The report outlines those budgets which contain the greatest risk and provides a
summary of the key issues which may impact on the current forecast.

2. 2016/17 Budget
Primary Care Allocation, Appendix 1 – contains a forecast outturn against the
devolved primary care allocation. The original allocation received was £27,512k. It
has been agreed that £868k would be topsliced to support the CCG QIPP plan
therefore leaving £26,644k to be apportioned across a range of subjective
categories.
It is anticipated that the devolved primary care budget will overspend by £395k. This
is an adverse movement of £7k since the last update provided to the committee.
The three main areas that the committee are asked to note are:
i)

GMS Contracts – the budgets that had been set by NHSE on behalf of
the CCG had incorrectly assumed that GMS practices had opted out of
providing an Out of Hours service. This resulted in the budgets being
set 5.15% below the required limit to financially support practices that
provide all essential and additional, including Out of Hours, services;

ii)

Locum costs – a recurrent budget of £37k was set to support the cost
of reimbursing GP practices that incur locum costs for sickness,
maternity, paternity and adoption leave. In year the number of
applications that the CCG has received far outweigh the budget and it
is currently projected that the total cost for the year will be £178k;

1
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iii)

Notional Rent – currently the CCG provides reimbursement across 25
sites for notional rent charges. The District Valuation Office (DV)
review each of the premises on a 3 year cycle and a reimbursable rent
is agreed between the DV, on behalf of the CCG, and the GP Practice.
Any increase to the Current Market Rent (CMR) will put additional
pressure on the historic notional rent budget. Based on the latest
information it is anticipated that the budget will overspend by £114k.

There remain a number of devolved budgets that contain risks (see section 3) which
potentially will have an impact on the full year financial position.

Other Primary Care Budgets, Appendix 2 – contains a forecast outturn against
those primary care budgets that have been set from the CCGs programme
allocation. This enables the CCG to commission Local Enhanced Services, continue
to offer practices the opportunity to engage through a GP Quality Contract and to
also ensure that patients receive access to primary care through the Out of Hours
service provided by St Helens Rota.
There are five GP practices that have opted out of the 2016/17 GP Quality Contract.
It is therefore estimated that the budget of £650k will underspend by £90k.

3. Risk
There are a number of recurring risks that have been identified since the CCG took
responsibility for delegated commissioning of primary medical services in April 2015.
The budgets that have been set for 2016/17 are based on historical information
inherited from NHSE plus, in accordance with national guidance, uplifts have been
applied to each GMS, PMS and APMS contract.
The table below provides details of those budgets which contain the greatest degree
of risk and which potentially are most likely to cause a shift in the current financial
projection.

2
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Premises

Risk

PC170105a

Expenditure
Type

Mitigation

Notional Rent - budgets have been set based on
current rental valuations. Any increase in the
The CCG continue to work with NHSE
current market value (CMR) would need to be
(responsible organisation for the management
funded by the CCG. There are currently a number
of DVs) and the current forecast will be
of outstanding district valuations (DVs) which
reviewed on a regular basis.
potentially will result in higher rental costs.
CHP and NHSPS costs - the current forecast outturn
contains the latest charges identified by both CHP
The CCG continue to monitor the cost of GP
and NHSPS. However, these are potentially
practices occupying CHP and NHSPS buildings.
subject to change.

Locum costs

Since November '16 the CCG has taken
responsiblity for approving the
Increase in locum costs to support sickness,
reimbursement of locum claims. . Previously
maternity, paternity and adoption cover. The total
this had been the responsibility of NHSE. This
cost to the CCG is difficult to forecast.
will enable more accurate and timely reporting
of locum costs.

Budgets have been set based on historical
information and do not account for changes to the
Direct Enhanced Minor Surgery DES (removed from PMS baseline
Services
contracts and paid on an activity basis). It is also
anticipated that activity will increase across Direct
Enhanced Services year-on-year.

QOF

Regular review of minor surgery activity.
Identify any practices that commence/cease
offering enhanced services and adjust the
forecast accordingly at the earliest
opportunity.

Budgets have been set based on historical
The Primary Care Commissioning team will
information. Any increase in the number of points review performance based on the information
practices achieve would have an impact on the
declared by practices on the CQRS system.
current forecast.

4. Conclusion
The Committee are asked to note the financial position, the key risks for the
remainder of the year and the impact any deviation will have on the primary care
reserve.

3
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Contract Value
APMS
PMS
PMS Premium
GMS MPIG
GMS
Enhanced Services
Dementia
Extended Hours
Learning Disabilities
Minor Surgery
Unplanned Admissions
Violent Patients
Other
Locum - Maternity/Paternity/Adoption
Locum - Sickness
Prescribing fees
Seniority
Professional fees
Premises
Clinical Waste
Cost Rent
Notional Rent
Premises Other
Rates
Water Rates
Actual Rent
QOF
Achievement
Aspiration
Sub Total
General Reserve
Grand Total

NHS St Helens CCG
Primary Care Decision Making Committee - Finance Report

Annual Budget
18,117,730
1,106,106
4,710,093
293,531
62,127
11,945,873
925,884
134,461
240,597
18,019
107,410
423,207
2,190
655,935
34,046
2,769
159,152
419,934
40,034
3,755,382
60,749
73,074
775,313
2,230,805
248,847
33,032
333,562
2,887,689
866,307
2,021,382
26,342,620
301,539
26,644,159

Forecast Outturn
18,783,736
1,176,484
4,448,123
260,105
49,706
12,849,318
1,018,327
21,505
238,637
63,114
176,122
516,759
2,190
737,959
163,757
14,000
159,296
368,076
32,830
3,675,686
59,518
49,061
889,097
2,252,704
253,503
36,443
135,360
2,823,872
848,772
1,975,100
27,039,580
0
27,039,580

Delegated Primary Care Commissioning
Variance

PC170105b

666,006
70,378
(261,970)
(33,426)
(12,421)
903,445
92,443
(112,956)
(1,960)
45,095
68,712
93,552
0
82,024
129,711
11,231
144
(51,858)
(7,204)
(79,696)
(1,231)
(24,013)
113,784
21,899
4,656
3,411
(198,202)
(63,817)
(17,535)
(46,282)
696,960
(301,539)
395,421
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Local Enhanced Services
24 Hour Blood Pressure
Care of Older People
Near Patient Testing
ECG Incentive
Anti-Coag
Out of Hours
St Helens Rota - Core
St Helens Rota - Visiting Service
St Helens Rota - SPA
St Helens Rota - Resilience
St Helens Rota - Protected Time
St Helens Rota - Host Bridgewater
St Helens Rota - NWAS Pathfinder
St Helens Rota - Blood Collection
St Helens Rota - Contribution to CIP
GP Quality Contract
GP Quality Contract
Grand Total

NHS St Helens CCG
Primary Care Decision Making Committee - Finance Report

Annual Budget
590,828
100,000
2,500
48,708
10,620
429,000
643,819
163,367
200,004
117,000
100,004
24,000
12,000
30,000
4,620
(7,176)
650,000
650,000
1,884,647

Forecast Outturn
584,344
115,000
2,500
43,708
26,136
397,000
639,801
162,693
200,000
115,236
100,000
23,640
11,820
29,544
4,044
(7,176)
560,275
560,275
1,784,420

Other Primary Medical Care Budgets

PC170105c

(6,484)
15,000
0
(5,000)
15,516
(32,000)
(4,018)
(674)
(4)
(1,764)
(4)
(360)
(180)
(456)
(576)
0
(89,725)
(89,725)
(100,227)

Variance

Appendix 2

Report to: Primary Care Decision Making Committee
Date of meeting:

18th January 2017

Governing Body Member Lead:

Deputy Chair

Accountable Director:

Associate Director: Primary Care

Report title:

GP Quality Contract 17/18

Item
for:

Decision

Assurance

Information

(Please insert X as
appropriate)

This report supports the following CCG Strategic Objectives. Please insert ‘x’
as appropriate.
Strategic
Objectives

Governance
and Risk

1.
2.
3.
4.

To deliver financial sustainability
To deliver improvements through system redesign and in priority areas.
To deliver improved outcomes for patients
To develop primary care capacity and capability as system leaders

Does this report provide assurance against any of the risks identified in the Assurance
Framework? No
Yes (please specify)
C1 - Failure to commission effective services that improve quality and outcomes for
patients

Limited – Practices are not required to participate in the GP Quality Contract (GPQC)
Is this report required under NHS guidance or for statutory purpose?
No
Yes (please specify)

Purpose of this paper
To inform the Primary Care Decision Making Committee (PCDMC) of the work being carried out to
determine which indicators should be included in any Quality Contract Local Enhanced Service (LES).
Subject to financial approval this LES will then be offered to all 35 Practices in St Helens CCG to
commence in April 2017 for a period of one year.
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What level of assurance does it provide?

Further explanatory information required:
Does this paper link to any of the
10 key themes of the CCG’s
Improvement Plan. If yes, please
specify.

How will this benefit the health and
wellbeing of St Helens residents or
the Clinical Commissioning
Group?

Please describe any possible
Conflicts of Interest associated
with this paper.

Please identify any current
services or roles that may be
affected by issues within this
paper.

What risks may arise as a result of
this paper? How can they be
mitigated?

Yes – Primary Care Local Enhanced Service (LES) review.

The purpose of the Quality Contract is to improve the quality
of services delivered to patients to ensure that residents
receive equitable care of the highest standard. The Contract
will also aid delivery of the CCG’s key priorities, particularly
around the Improvement Plan.

Conflicts of Interest will arise for members of the PCDMC
and Governing Body who are Partners or Practice
Managers in member Practices. This will be managed in
accordance with the CCG’s Conflicts of Interest policy

N/A

1. Conflicts of interest – this will be mitigated by
following the Conflicts of Interest Policy.
2. As the contract is not mandatory there is a risk that
some of the Practices may choose not to participate
leading to health inequalities for these patients. The
CCG will work closely with those Practices to ensure
equitable service delivery for those patients.
3. Failure to deliver the Improvement Plan. The CCG
will continue to work with member Practices to
ensure key elements of the plan, for instance
Referral Management System (RMS), are still
delivered even when a Practice chooses not to
participate in the GPQC. This has worked well in
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2016/17.
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1. Executive Summary
NHS St Helens CCG is committed to improving the Health and Wellbeing of the population and
reducing the Health Inequalities that exist within the Borough. The Quality Contract for General
Practice in St Helens aims to reduce some of the inequalities across the Borough and ensure the
most cost effective use of resources. The CCG recognises that to do that we need to ensure that
we have a General Practice Service which is fit for purpose and that our patients have access to
Quality G.P Services that enable patients to receive the Right Care, at the Right Place, at the Right
Time.
Since 2014/15 NHS St Helens CCG has offered a local Quality Contract LES to all member
Practices to improve Quality in Primary Care. Subject to financial approval, the CCG would like to
offer a Contract to all 35 Practices for the year 2017/18.
A small Task & Finish Group have been formed to discuss outcomes from the 2016/17 Contract
and discuss possible indicators for the 2017/18 Contract. This Group is made up of members of the
Primary Care Team, the Deputy Chair, Governing Body Practice Manager representative, Safety &
Quality Lead Nurse and Medicines Management representative.
The objective of the group is to carry out a review of previous indicators included in the Contract
(Appendix1) and evaluate whether these indicators should continue as part of the 2017/18 contract.
In order to reflect key priorities for the CCG, particularly the outcomes identified as a key delivery
objective of the GP Forward View, a number of new indicators will also be discussed along with
suggestions from the Commissioning Team and from member Practices.
2. Background and Update
In line with many other CCGs, NHS St Helens CCG recognises the value of a Quality Contract in
the delivery of key objectives and improving the quality of care patients receive across the Borough.
At the time of writing this paper the group had met once and, following initial discussions, have
scoped out the potential key indicators for inclusion in the Contract in 2017/18. A priority for all
these indicators is that outcomes can be measured in order to ensure the effectiveness of the
Contract.

3. Next Steps (as appropriate)
At the time of producing this update the group had met once with a number of further meetings
scheduled over the coming weeks to evaluate the data gathered and fully design the indicators to
be included. These indicators will be discussed at the Primary Care Quality and Operations Group
(PCQOG) in January and February and taken to the GP Forum on 9th March to share with the wider
membership. The LMC will also be included in any discussion involving the content of the Quality
Contract. Approval for the final version of the Quality Contract will be sought from this Committee
on 15th March 2017 in order for the Contract to commence on 1st April 2017.

4. Recommendations
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The PCDMC are asked to note the on-going work of the Task & Finish Group and to recognise the
importance of the GPQC in delivering improved quality in Member Practices and supporting the
CCG’s key priorities and objectives.
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Yes No

N/A

PCQOG – January and February 2017
GP Forum – March 2017

Clinical input at the Task & Finish Group.
Wider clinical engagement will be sought via the
membership at GP Forum in March

Comments & Date
(i.e. presentation, verbal, actual report)

On-going

On-going

Outcome
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Note: Please ensure that it is clear in the comments and date column how and when particular stakeholders were involved in this work and ensure there is clarity in the outcome
column showing what the key message or decision was from that group and whether amendments were requested about a particular part of the work.

(please specify in comments)

Presented to any other groups or committees
including Partnership Groups – Internal/External

Legal Advice Sought

detail outcomes, including risks and how these will
be managed)

Has ‘due regard’ been given to Equality
Analysis (EA) and any adverse impacts? (Please

survey, event, consultation)

Clinical Engagement (please detail the method i.e.

survey, event, consultation)

Public Engagement (please detail the method i.e.

Process

DOCUMENT DEVELOPMENT

St Helens CCG Quality Contract 2016-17
GP Quality Contract Summary of the scheme
This year’s GPQC includes mandatory fields. This means that Practices can only
sign up to the scheme if they agree to the mandatory fields. If a Practice signed up
to all, but then failed to deliver one mandatory line, this would result in nonpayment of the whole scheme.
Practice achievements will be reviewed by a sub-committee of the Primary Care
Decision Making Committee
If Practices opt out of the GPQC, the CCG will review any contractual matters such
as access and work to provide the services for those affected patients from other
Practices

1. Primary Care Access – all Practices must give access through one site [if
there are branch surgeries, these do not apply] that is open Monday to Friday,
8a.m. – 6.30p.m. . for both general administration duties e.g. booking
appointments, prescription collection and urgent care service delivery. If the
Practice does not currently deliver this, then it must do so by 1.10.16.
If the practice has existing arrangements or plans whereby they can
demonstrate they fulfil this criteria we will review these on a case by case
basis and visit to discuss if necessary.
2. Referral Management – all Practices will fully participate in training and
utilisation of the referral management system [administrative and clinical
triage] to appropriately manage planned care referrals as the system comes
on line. Our providers will be informed that this will be the preferred route for
St. Helens CCG referrals for planned care.
3. Map of Medicine and Right Care initiatives – all Practices will fully
participate in training in order to use the Map of Medicine pathway programme
and support the Right Care work streams.
4. Cancer Care training – Practice clinicians and staff will participate in the
programme of cancer care update training. One nurse and one non-clinical
member of staff will be required to undertake the training.
5. Post NEL reviews within 72 hours – all Practices will undertake this activity.
6. If a Practice chooses to opt out of part B of the scheme they must refer
patients, with their consent, to another Practice for health checks or CGAs

B. The following section is the remaining field of the GPQC.
Over 75 Comprehensive Geriatric Assessments (£110k) – Practices will
deliver CGA’s to the new over 75’s and the remaining patients in the cohort
who have not yet been invited (people who have been invited but did not
attend are not included).
The CCG wishes to see this line delivered by all Practices. If Practices opt out
of this line of the scheme, the CCG will procure this service from other
Practices. Practices opting out of this line must cooperate with the CCG in
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A. The following are the proposed mandatory fields (£540k):

identifying those patients and provide medical summaries to the alternative
GP provider to allow those other Practices to deliver appropriate care, or they
will not be deemed to have met the GPQC criteria for payment.
St Helens CCG Quality Contract 2016-17
Part A
A1: Improving Access to General Practice
Introduction: The CCG recognises that access to excellent core primary care
services, including good access, continuity of care and high clinical quality, is a key
factor in delivering the best patient experience and ensures the efficiency of the local
healthcare economy.
However, there is also a recognition that demands on primary care are increasing as
the population ages and patients live with ever more complex co-morbidities.
The most recent National GP Survey, conducted by IPSOS Mori, and published in
January 2016, reported that 32% of responding patients in St Helens said that it was
not easy to get through to their GP practice on the phone and 13% said that they
couldn’t get an appointment to see or speak to a GP or nurse when they did get
through to the practice.
In addition, it is known that several GP practices out of 35 in St Helens close for half
a day a week and many close at lunch times on one or more days during the week.
Although St Helens Rota covers these times for emergencies, patients do not have
routine access during these times for administrative services such as making
appointments or picking up or dropping off prescriptions. The following describes a
scheme to improve the access to Primary Medical Care as it is delivered by the 35
GP practices in St Helens CCG.
Outcomes:
 Improved capacity levels in General Practice.
 Improved access to clinical services.
 Improved patient convenience through extended telephone access and
reception opening times.
 Reduced out of hours GP contacts.
 Reduced A & E attendances.
 Improved National GP survey results.
Aim:
The aim is to improve the patient experience of primary care by improving access to
it. The practice must give access through one site (if there are branch surgeries this
does not apply) that is open Monday to Friday, 8am – 6.30pm for both urgent care
service delivery and general administrative services. If the practice does not
currently deliver this, then it must do so by 1.10.2016.
Delivery: This is a mandatory part of the GPQC therefore before practices can
qualify for payment for the other elements of the GP Quality Contract’s scheme they
will be expected to:
 Have walk-in access to the practice throughout the day, with no locked doors
to premises during lunchtimes.
 Be contactable by telephone throughout contracted hours.
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Be open contracted hours of 8am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday.
Have stopped having half- day closures by the latest 1st October 2016.

Monitoring:
 The NHS Choices website should be updated by 1st October at the latest to
reflect the changes to opening hours.
 The practice website should also be updated by this date to reflect changes.
 The practice leaflet should be updated by this date to reflect the changes.
All of the above will be randomly checked by the Primary Care Team throughout the
year.

Objectives
1. Improve patient outcomes by ensuring that they get the right treatment in the
right place at the right time
2. Improve access for patients by ensuring that waste from inappropriate
appointments with secondary care is avoided
3. Improve access for patients by ensuring that duplication from unnecessary
repeats of tests and investigations are avoided
4. Reduce the number of referrals that are incomplete on arrival at
secondary/tertiary care
5. Reduce the number of first outpatient attends and associated follow ups
Referral improvement Process
During the implementation phase of the Map of Medicine software the CCG
recognises that referrals need to improve. Anecdotal feedback suggests that patients
are being referred inappropriately and a recent audit showed that a high proportion
of referrals for orthopaedic procedures were incomplete or inadequate. This causes
disappointment and upset for patients and incurs costs as consultants call patients in
to assess before deciding whether to carry out a procedure. In addition the CCG has
seen a large spend in recent years on procedures of limited clinical priority, vastly
different to the expected expenditure. Therefore the CCG will be implementing a
Referral Management System (RMS) that includes clinical triage of certain
specialties. This is in order to check and improve the referral process.
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A2: Improving the quality of diagnostic and Referral Management in Primary
Care
Introduction
Locally our hospital consultants tell us that referrals by St Helens GPs are varied in
quality and in the amount of clinical information shared. The CCG wants to see good
quality diagnostic and referral management in primary care. Through this we expect
to see the following;
Outcome
Patients’ health chances are improved through being treated by the right service, in
the right place at the right time.
Aim
This strategy is aiming to improve the quality of referrals so that resources are used
effectively.

What does a good referral look like? 1
The Kings Fund completed research on the GP diagnostic and referral process and
suggests that the following points need to be included in a referral.












Reason for referral and expected outcome
Clear statement of the purpose and expectations of the referral
Diagnosis
Clinical signs and symptoms
Examination or test results
Medical history including important co-morbidities
Current and past medication
Relevant psychosocial details
GP’s assessment of urgency
Known allergies
Patient’s understanding of referral or of what information has been given to
the patient already

What will a referral management system do?
Software from ACCENDA is loaded onto practice systems and practice staff will be
trained in using it.
The CCG wants all GP referrals that would normally have been submitted by ereferral to be made using this RMS software. Once a referral is made on the system,
this is then reviewed by the referral reception team (delivered by Midlands and Lancs
CSU). The team check the referral is complete, all data, diagnostics and other
information such as medications are present on the referral form. Once this part is
complete referrals are either booked to secondary care or follow a different process if
clinical triage is in place. The referral is passed to a clinician for triage/review. The
clinician has three options:
1) To upgrade a referral to a 2-week wait referral;
2) To allocate the referral to the right place
3) Send the referral back to the practice with advice.
Once the clinical review is complete the referral management booking team contact
the patient and book their appointment (using e-referral).
This whole process has a turnaround time of approximately 72 hours.
Quality Incentive Scheme
As detailed above the purpose of this service is to ensure that patients get to the
right treatment at the right time by
 Improving/streamlining access
 Providing feedback to improve referral practice
 Reducing waste.
The proposal for the GP quality scheme is that incentive payments are possible for
achieving better performance. No baseline needs to be established, as there has
been no scheme in place and we know that GP referral quality needs to improve.
The referral management service will provide all the data on which to base the
1

2010 C. Foot C. Imison & C. Naylor “The quality of GP diagnosis and referral.” Kings Fund 2010
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payments on, meaning the CCG does not have to allocate a large amount of
resource to the administration of this scheme. The performance of each practice will
be reported monthly via the CCG Performance team, so that Primary care can
allocate the correct payment.
The Key Performance Indicators for referral management are;
 By the end of August 2016- 100% of key staff are trained to use Accenda
software and the Accenda software is available on 100% of practice systems
 By the end of October 2016 90% of secondary care referrals are made via
Accenda software
 By the end of December 2016 – less than 50% of referrals are returned for
further information by referral reception team or clinical triage
 By the end of March 2017 less than 30% of referrals are returned for further
information by referral reception team or clinical triage
A3:
The CCG has purchased Map of Medicine (MoM) which is a system that will assist
GPs in diagnosing and managing the health conditions of patients. The software
supports GPs through their decision-making and on-going management and delivery
or access to treatment. There is a two-three year plan for implementing MoM.
The Key Performance Indicators for Map of Medicine are
 By the end of November 2016 100% of key staff are trained to use Map of
Medicine and MoM software is available on 100% of practice systems
A4: Cancer Education
Introduction

1. To reduce incidence of cancer and the management of existing conditions in
primary care
2. To identify a practice nurse and non-clinical champion in each practice
3. To offer an education package for practice nurses and non-clinical
champions
4. To sustain improved practice at the end of the educational package
This initiative will support delivery of the CCG’s Cancer Strategy and support new
pathways for discharging people with cancer from secondary care services. The
plan is for each practice to nominate a practice nurse and a non-clinical member of
staff to be an identified ‘cancer champion’ the practice nurse will then be expected to
attend 4 study days and the non-clinical champion to access some online learning
and 1-2 face to face sessions (still to be agreed).
Experience from other areas is that the GP practices may require an extra incentive
to ensure participation in this scheme and the proposal below outlines how we may
achieve this through the GP Quality Contract for 2016-17.
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The CCG have secured funding from Macmillan to provide cancer education in
primary care. The funding will cover the cost of the programme plus backfill funding
for staff attending. The aims of the programme are:

Payment :
To qualify for payment
1. The practice nurse must complete all 4 study days (all 4 must be attended or
no payment made)
2. A non-clinical staff member must complete all required learning (all must be
completed or no payment made)
Measures:
Measuring achievement of this will be straightforward as it is about the practice
producing evidence that staff have completed the programme. In terms of impact /
outcome that will be less clear but MacMillan are undertaking a formal evaluation of
this programme and educating staff is part of Cancer Strategy so this will help us to
achieve that.
A5: Post NEL admission review of all patients within 3 working days from
receipt of discharge letter
Aim
To reduce admissions, readmissions and further NELs, ensuring patients with
conditions that can be well managed in primary care receive the treatment they need
from General Practice thus ensuring effective use of resources.
This links to priority 7 in the Health and Wellbeing Strategy.
Practice Action
Within three working days of receipt of letter. Practices will review patient after
triaging the letter via an appropriate contact route:
 Telephone
 Appointment
 Visit
The review will consist of:
 Review of admission reason, outcomes and residual problem,
 Medication review, discharge medication availability and supply duration.
Arrange repeats.
 Arrange appropriate follow-up; visit if needed to avoid readmissions.
Zero length of stay (ZLOS) does not count as an admission (It must be an overnight
admission)
Reporting Requirements
Completion of the template provided using suggested Read codes.
Data Collection
The practice will submit a quarterly report (a month in arrears) indicating the number
of:
 Post NELs
 Post NEL reviews by phone
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Post NEL reviews by appointment
Post NEL reviews by visit

Remuneration
Remuneration for this indicator is included in the mandatory payment.
PART B

Comprehensive Geriatric assessment (CGAs)
Proactive Annual Review of patients aged 75 and over
Aim
Over one year, 2016/2017, to proactively review all patients aged 75 and over who
have not previously been invited or achieve the age of 75 in 2016/2017, to reduce
the number of admissions and improve the health and wellbeing of this section of the
population.
This links to priorities 5, 6, 7 and 8 in the Health and Wellbeing Strategy.

COMPREHENSIVE GERIATRIC ASSESSMENT (CGA) IN GENERAL PRACTICE
The CGA is a multi-dimensional holistic assessment of an older person’s medical
conditions, mental health, functional capacity and social circumstances. It is
evidence based and supported by both the RCGP and RCP.
The St Helens CCG scheme targets patients aged 75 and over, within the Borough.
The assessment can occur in any setting, including hospital care. The approach we
have chosen matches that of Care of the Elderly Consultant colleagues and was
developed using RCP, BGS and local guidance.
The outcome of the assessment is a person centred plan, with key needs identified
for: treatment, rehabilitation, support and long-term follow up.
Successful assessments require:
 Competent assessors (training need)
 The older person to be central to the process
 Their capacity to participate voluntarily must be assessed and carers/family
advocates involved
 Links between health and social care must be good enough to respond in a
timely and efficient manner, and proportionate to their degree of need
 Assessments should be standardised and carried out to a reliable standard
 Timeless : <48 hours of acute or reactive, within a week for proactive
assessments
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Practice Action
Practices are asked to complete over the one year period a Comprehensive Geriatric
Assessment on all patients aged 75 and over who have not been reviewed
previously or achieve the age of 75 in 2016/17. If a patient refused a CGA in
previous years the practice will not be expected to invite the patient again in
2016/17.




Involvement of family and carers

Entry into the CGA
Please refer to the pathway attached.
A. Proactive Care – Patients aged over 75
General Practice led screening as part of the GP Quality Contract for the CCG
in systematic fashion/opportunistic in Practices.
B. Acute need/Reactive
Referred for CGA via other partner agencies e.g.: Social Care, Community
Nursing, Nursing Homes, and AED.
Criteria for CGA referral activity are:
1. AED attendance with admission
2. Planned transfer to rehabilitation or reablement
3. CHC (Continuing Health Care) assessment
4. Older person with multiple falls
5. Frail older person pre-operatively
6. Intermediate Care or rehabilitation
7. Admission Avoidance
8. Frailty Syndrome (RCP): Falls / delirium and dementia / polypharmacy /
incontinence /immobility / End of Life Care
CGA Format
The CGA requires the Practice to assess the older person across five
domains:
(a) Medical
(b) Mental Health
(c) Functional Capacity
(d) Social Circumstances
(e) Environment
The Practice must read code the assessment as 9OG1 – Geriatric screen –
seen, as searches will be conducted by the HIS in order to validate payments.
If a patient refused a CGA in previous years the practice will not be expected
to invite the patient again in 2016/17.Payment will only be made for completed
CGAs. There will be NO payment made for patients who are invited but do not
attend.
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ACUTE NEED
PROACTIVE CARE
Aged 75 and over

Referral from LA,
Community Team, AED
etc.

St Helens CGA
MEDICAL ASSESSMENT

CARE PLAN
IN
COMMUNITY
FULL CGA
Social Care, Consultant Team, etc.

Enhanced Care Plan
e.g. Intermediate Care, Specialist
Nursing, Therapy Input
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Gateway Criteria

CGA Domains
A. Medical
 Comorbid conditions and disease severity
 Medication review
 Nutritional status
 Problem list – key medical issues – suitable to share with lay people.
Implications of diagnosis on function.
B. Mental Health
 Cognition
 Mood and anxiety
 Fears
C. Functional Capacity
 Basic activities of daily living
 Gait and balance
 Activity/exercise status
 Instrumental activities of daily living
D. Social Circumstances
 Informal support available from family/friends
 Social network such as visitors/daytime activity
 Eligibility for being offered care resources
E. Environment
 Home comfort, facilities and safety
 Use or potential use of tele-health technology etc.
 Transport facilities
 Accessibility to local resources
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Outputs from CGA
Once the patient is assessed, within General Practice, there are two outcomes:
1. Care Plan in Community
Established by the GP and Practice team, includes adjustments to chronic
disease management and simple referral measures to local services.
2. Wider MDT CGA
The assessment goes on to include social care, and wider multidisciplinary
input including specialists (Care of Elderly Consultant). A local directory of
service will be available. This may include a proactive Care MDT meeting.
Access Route to wider MDT CGA is via the Contact Centre on 01744 456600
who will pass your call to the Access and Review Team
Reporting Requirements
Completion of the provided template provided using the identified Read codes.
Practices will report quarterly new clinical diagnoses from CGA’s numerically to the
CCG e.g. new diabetes, new falls.
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Data Collection
The Data Quality Team will run quarterly searches to identify the number of patients
who have had a review and report this as a percentage of the baseline. The baseline
will be the number of patients aged 75 and over who are on the practice list on 1 st
April 2016. Practices will be expected to use the Read Code identified in order to
facilitate this data extraction.
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Report to: Primary Care Decision Making Committee
Date of meeting:

18th January 2017

Governing Body Member Lead:

Deputy Chair

Accountable Director:

Associate Director: Primary Care

Report title:

GP Forward View

Item
for:

Decision

Assurance

Information

(Please insert X as
appropriate)

This report supports the following CCG Strategic Objectives. Please insert ‘x’
as appropriate.
Strategic
Objectives

Governance
and Risk

1.
2.
3.
4.

To deliver financial sustainability
To deliver improvements through system redesign and in priority areas.
To deliver improved outcomes for patients
To develop primary care capacity and capability as system leaders

Does this report provide assurance against any of the risks identified in the Assurance
Framework? No
Yes (please specify)
What level of assurance does it provide?
The actions provide limited assurance that a number of risks will reduce over time
(A1,A4,B1,B5,C5,C6,D2.D3,D5)
The assurance will improve to reasonable once the plan has been adopted and
implementation of the programme has begun.
Is this report required under NHS guidance or for statutory purpose?
No
Yes (please specify)

PC170108

Purpose of this paper
To inform the Primary Care Decision Making Committee (PCDMC) of the final submission of the
detailed GP Forward View plan which was included in the CCG’s Operational plan submission to
NHSE on 23rd December 2016 (see Appendix 1). The plan describes the CCG’s priorities for improving
the resilience of Primary Care whilst transforming to a model of Primary Care delivery at scale.
The PCDMC are requested to note the contents of this report.
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Further explanatory information required:
Does this paper link to any of the
10 key themes of the CCG’s
Improvement Plan. If yes, please
specify.

How will this benefit the health and
wellbeing of St Helens residents or
the Clinical Commissioning
Group?

Please describe any possible
Conflicts of Interest associated
with this paper.

Please identify any current
services or roles that may be
affected by issues within this
paper.

What risks may arise as a result of
this paper? How can they be
mitigated?

Yes – Out of hospital and Primary Care workstreams are
both linked to the implementation of the GP Forward View.

This is a long term proposal to transform Primary Care in St
Helens. The benefits include resilient Primary Care to meet
the needs of the residents of the Borough into the 2020s.
The principal benefit for residents is more equitable Primary
Care, delivered to the highest standards across the
Borough, with General Practices collaborating at scale to
meet the needs of the patients.

Investment in Primary Care has the potential for Conflicts of
Interest but this will be managed by the Primary Care
Decision Making Committee in accordance with the
Conflicts of Interest Policy.

All 35 General Practices in the CCG along with the Out of
Hours provider, St Helens Rota.

1. The key risk is to protect the £3 per head
transformation fund that the CCG is expected to
create from within its financial allocations. In the
absence of this money it will be difficult to provide
the resources needed to transform Primary Care.
2. Ensuring the membership are fully engaged and
take ownership of the plan is equally important.
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1. Executive Summary
The GPFV document has been in development since October 2016 during which time the remit of
the plan has been reviewed by the GPFV Task and Finish Group, comprising of a number of
representatives from member Practices, St Helens Rota and CCG Officers.
Earlier versions of the document were also reviewed by the Primary Care Decision Making
Committee in November and The Governing Body in December before the final version was
submitted to NHSE on 23rd December 2016 as part of the CCG’s Operational Plan.

2. Background and Update
The GP Forward View was published in 2016 as a package of reform for Primary Care and the
wider NHS (https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/gpfv.pdf). The programme
announced increased investment and support for General Practices particularly in the areas of
workforce, workload, resilience and Practice infrastructure. The programme encourages a shift to
Primary Care working at scale, supported by an extended and more resilient Primary Care
workforce.

3. Next Steps (as appropriate)
Member Practices have already begun to work as a federation with all Practices expressing an
interest in forming a single Borough wide federation. In addition other groups of like-minded
Practices are also federating, or working as networks, and the CCG supports these new
organisations.
In the coming months the Primary Care Team will bring further information to this committee, for
approval, with regard to the proposed plans for utilising the £3/head.

PC170108

4. Recommendations
A copy of the final version of the plan, submitted to NHSE as part of the Operational Plan, is
attached (Appendix 1) and the PCDMC are requested to note its contents
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Yes No

N/A

No analysis has been conducted for the overall
programme however specific elements of the
programme will have equality impact analysis
conducted.

Comments & Date
(i.e. presentation, verbal, actual report)
This would need to form part of a wider piece of
engagement with the public about transforming
the NHS. To date there has been limited patient
engagement through Patient Experience and
Improvement Group (PEIG) and the Health
Forum.
2/11/16 – GPFV CCG Working Group
3/11/16 – Practice Managers’ forum
9/11/16 – briefing paper to Governing Body
10/11/16 – GP forum
17/11/16 – GPFV CCG Working Group
18/11/16 – Local Medical Committee (LMC)
meeting
21/11/16 – PEIG
23/11/16 – Protected Learning Time event
24/11/16 – Primary care Quality and Operations
Group (PCQOG)
2/12/16 – LMC meeting
7/12/16 – PCDMC
8/12/16 – GPFV CCG working Group
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Legal Advice Sought

detail outcomes, including risks and how these will
be managed)

Has ‘due regard’ been given to Equality
Analysis (EA) and any adverse impacts? (Please

survey, event, consultation)

Clinical Engagement (please detail the method i.e.

survey, event, consultation)

Public Engagement (please detail the method i.e.

Process

DOCUMENT DEVELOPMENT
Outcome
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As noted above
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1.0

Executive Summary

“Urgent action is needed to restore the NHS. But the crisis will not be averted by focusing on
hospitals alone. If general practice fails, the whole NHS fails.” (BMJ, 2016)
1.1

The GP Forward View represents the best opportunity in more than a decade to transform
general practice in St Helens. It has brought with it a shared understanding of the need to
develop a strengthened version of general practice. The drive for financial sustainability and
the redesign of primary care services in St Helens are two sides of the same coin. Tackling
one cannot be seen is isolation from the other.

1.2

The GP Forward View has acknowledged the historic national funding issues relating to
primary care and has set out a roadmap for this to be addressed. After a long period of
under-investment nationally, the share of primary care funding is expected to increase to
more than 10% of the NHS budget by 2020. Some of the new funding will be used to stabilise
practices and improve resilience, with other funding being targeted to support to redesign
care processes and transform primary care to enable it to operate at scale. St Helens CCG
will, through its established governance arrangements, consider how to effectively deploy
resources earmarked for primary care to meet the ambitions set out in the GP Forward View
to meet the primary care needs of St Helens residents into the 2020’s.

1.3

Key to the transformation of primary care is that general practices in St Helens are very open
to new ways of working, and are willing to build upon their historic collaborative
arrangements for out of hours care. The general practice workforce crisis is being felt acutely
in St Helens and many practices are finding it difficult to recruit clinical staff. Even more so
than the financial challenges facing the health economy, it is the workforce crisis which is
helping to create a strong platform for collaborative working in St Helens.

1.4

Networks of practices are now forming in St Helens to help improve resilience, especially in
relation to the recruitment of clinical staff. The CCG is developing locality based structures
around which services will be commissioned. Locality working and the GP Federation are
particularly important for the development of 7 day working in general practice, for which
new funding will commence from 2018.

1.5

The design principles for the GP Forward View programme in St Helens include:








The financial gap will not be addressed without sustainable general practice supported
by effective community services.
Urgent action is needed to improve practice resilience and transform primary care.
Development of a sustainable workforce is the most significant issue for St Helens.
General practice is stronger when working collaboratively rather than competitively. The
plan will seek to build upon historic collaborative arrangements between GPs.
Many general practices, and their patients, wish practices to retain their independence
as GP contractors. The CCG will provide support to enable this, whilst supporting others
who wish to collaborate on a larger scale.
The CCG will strengthen its engagement with member practices, particularly around
localities. Community services will be commissioned around localities.
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Primary care will increasingly be delivered at scale in St Helens and the CCG’s five year plan
emphasises this. The focus on primary care working at scale can be seen on a number of
levels:

Borough wide
o The CCG will support the development of a new borough wide Federation of the 35
general practices in St Helens CCG, sharing the same membership as both the CCG
and Rota (out of hours provider) and sharing the same geographical boundary as the
Local Authority.
o This new organisation of general practices as providers, will help to unify the voice
of general practices in St Helens, and will enable primary care to participate as an
equal partner in the health and social care economy.
o This could help to facilitate more specialist posts to be recruited or hosted by
general practice working at scale, working in partnership with other providers.
o The CCG will consider how best to support the establishment and development of
the new Federation and any resource implications, with the initial focus being to
support practices by improving workforce resilience.
o The Federation’s aspiration is that it will be self-funded within two years.



Locality level
o Practices in St Helens have been grouped into three geographical areas to allow
services to be wrapped around larger patient populations, reflecting historical
boundaries.
o The re-procurement of community nursing will be rebased around these localities.
This will require increased co-operation between member practices to ensure the
interface with community health and social care services is well managed.
o In addition to the senior nurse who will manage the community services in each
locality, the CCG is strengthening its links to each locality by attaching a Governing
Body GP, and by enhancing its support and engagement with localities.
o The CCG will consider how to support the development of locality leadership,
processes, working arrangements and any resource requirements.



Practice mergers and networks
o
o

o

A number of practices in St Helens have already chosen to collaborate either in
service delivery, workforce or by sharing back office functions.
One practice network, Aspect, operating in St Helens’ and works across CCG locality
boundaries. Practices in this network retain their individual identities but benefit by
belonging to a wider support network. There is a second practice network, SSP
Health, which operates in St Helens across CCG boundaries. A further network is
emerging at Lowe House to enhance practice collaboration.
The CCG will support and encourage further collaboration and innovation between
member practices, particularly where these are inclusive approaches that support
the wider general practice workforce.
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1.7

In order to deliver the changes required, a series of changes are needed to GP
commissioning and provider structures in St Helens. The diagram, shown in figure 1 below,
introduces a number of new concepts including localities, a GP provider Federation and
practice networks that will help to enable the delivery of primary care at scale in St Helens.

Figure 1: New Provider and Commissioning Structures
1.8

The implementation of the GP Forward View in St Helens will focus on six key themes:







1.9

Workforce growth and development;
Membership engagement and GP structures;
Provider and locality development;
Redesign of care;
Investment in infrastructure; and
Improvement in outcomes.

The plan is set out with sections covering each of these headings, with a final section
covering finance. Stakeholder engagement, governance arrangements, stakeholder
comments, programme management and timelines for delivery have been set out in the
appendices. This plan will inform decisions on the investments to be made in primary care
and the timing and source of funding for each scheme.
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Workforce Growth and Development

2.1

Following engagement with member practices, it is clear that the primary care workforce is
the most significant issue facing St Helens. The CCG will prioritise this issue and where
appropriate will consider deployment of its transformation fund to support practices and
also through a new borough wide GP provider Federation to enable recruitment, retention
and development of permanent and locum staff at scale.

2.2

The CCG plans to roll out GP Forward View training programmes based around action
learning sets. The CCG will also provide support for practices to work together and reduce
professional clinical isolation. The CCG will collaborate with partners in the Alliance Local
Delivery System (LDS) to develop shared workforce solutions wherever practical.

2.3

When considered per head of population, NHS St Helens CCG has lower number of all
general practice staff groups when compared to the geographic averages. Practices across
the CCG have a rate of 45 GPs per 100,000 people, which is lower than either the regional
average of 51 per 100,000, or the England average rate of 60 per 100,000.

2.4

The rate of nursing staff is also lower than the average for the region, North West and
England (22 vs. 23-27 per 100,000). A disproportionate number of practice nurses are also
aged over 55. MyNHS reports that St Helens CCG has a primary care workforce (classed as
GPs, practices nurses and direct patient care staff) of 0.87 per 1,000 weighted patients. This
is lower than comparable data for Liverpool and Halton. In the Mersey region, only Knowsley
CCG has a smaller primary workforce relative to the needs of its patients than St Helens.

2.5

GP retention is a growing area of concern nationally, and this is reflected locally, with many
member practices losing experienced GPs and struggling to recruit to clinical posts. Vacancy
rates are at their highest levels for 5 years and recent surveys indicate that a significant
proportion of GPs plan to leave general practice within the next 5 years. Notably, 30% of St
Helens’ GPs are aged over 55, which is a strong indication as to the numbers who may retire
over the next 5-10 years.

2.6

A number of other health economies which have had difficulty attracting GPs have been
accepted on to a programme that rewards new starters with a bursary. These incentives are
having a positive effect for those health economies but a negative impact upon others.

2.7

Looking forward, retaining a suitably qualified GP workforce presents a significant challenge
for the health and social care system in St Helens. The CCG recognises the size and urgency
of this workforce challenge. It will prioritise the development of a shared plan, in
conjunction with a new GP provider Federation, to attract and develop new staff; share
staff; and support, train and retain the current general practice workforce in St Helens.
Working with the Federation, the CCG will bring coherence and clarity to the range of local,
regional and national workforce programmes, developing a local plan appropriate to the
ambitions of its member practices.
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2.8

St Helens CCG will work with its GP Federation to model the needs of the primary care
workforce into the 2020s, accounting for the redesign of care and change to structures
outlined in this plan. In partnership with others, St Helens will develop a sustainable local
workforce plan that incorporates some of the new roles being developed by Health
Education England. Practices will be encouraged to operate in localities, to work at scale,
and to collaborate better with other health and social care providers, to create a primary
care workforce model fit for the 2020s.

2.9

It is the CCG’s view that that this level of future workforce planning can only be achieved
working by general practices coming together in larger configurations. The GP Forward View
plan for St Helens will aim to significantly improve its recruitment and retention with the
additional support and improved resilience offered by a borough wide GP Federation.

2.10

St Helens has applied to take part in a pilot which aims to improve the retention of GPs
approaching retirement and is waiting to hear whether it has been included. It will also
redouble its efforts to attract funding to the health economy to entice young GPs to settle in
the area following qualification.

2.11

St Helens’ practices currently employ two Clinical Pharmacists part funded through a Health
Education England (HEE) scheme. Early indications have been positive and it suggests that
Clinical Pharmacists may have a role in streamlining practice prescription processes,
medicines optimisation, minor ailments and long term conditions management. The CCG will
encourage more practices to work together to enable access to this scheme as there are
national incentives which part fund these roles in the first two years. It is expected that
there will be a new window of opportunity to recruit more Clinical Pharmacists, and that St
Helens would be well placed to make a bid at scale rather than at the level of individual
practices.

2.12

The GP Forward View promised an extra 3,000 mental health therapists in primary care by
2020 to support localities to expand the Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT)
programme. Warrington CCG, a fellow member of the Alliance Local Delivery System, is one
of the early adopter sites. St Helens will ensure that it plays close attention to this pilot to
enable adoption at pace when the initiative is rolled out nationally. No specific
commitments have been made nationally about the speed of this roll out.

2.13

St Helens CCG will open up new opportunities for groups of practices to collaborate and
recruit to innovative posts, sharing the risks and benefits. The challenge of developing a
sustainable workforce plan will be shared with a new borough-wide GP Federation. The GP
Federation will also help to develop workforce solutions to support member practices,
enabling general practices to act as a single GP provider, and benefit from economies of
scale.

2.14

One of St Helens’ member practices, the Spinney, is one of only three enhanced training
practices in Merseyside. Using a hub and spoke model, enhanced training practices are
accredited GP training practices that provide exposure and breadth of placement
experience, allowing general practice the opportunity to address workforce shortages in
primary care. The enhanced training practice will take a lead role by becoming a 'hub'
working to expand the number of placement providers by recruiting and managing ‘spoke
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placements’. The CCG will seek to build upon the success of the Spinney’s GP training which
also includes more innovative roles like Nursing Associates and Paramedics. It is keen to
develop a strong network of training practices in the borough.
Health Education England (HEE) has promoted a number of other programmes to
supplement the primary care workforce with new roles including Physician Associate and
Health Practitioner. To date, there has been limited uptake of these schemes in St Helens
and there has been limited co-ordination by the CCG. Many of the new roles being
developed to complement the primary care workforce are better suited to working across
larger populations and the CCG will work with the new GP Federation and with the
enhanced training practice to further develop these roles.

2.16

To support the redesign of primary care the CCG will develop a cadre of leaders, focusing
training on change management, service design, quality improvement, leadership and
coaching skills. Supported with national funding, St Helens CCG has commenced a
programme of targeted training to allow Practice Managers and others to drive through
changes to models of care and support staff to deliver care in new innovative ways. This
programme will provide a variety of training sessions to support managers at different levels
of experience. There is also a national scheme to develop 300 General Practice
Improvement Leaders and the CCG is keen to sponsor clinicians and others to access this
scheme.

2.17

The CCG will seek to engage with acute and specialist care providers to develop shared posts
which help to support the planned shift of services into community settings, for example,
through development of the community frailty model.
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3.0

Membership Engagement and GP Structures

3.1

The current engagement mechanisms between the CCG and its member practices will be
revised to strengthen locality working, helping to gain traction for the implementation of the
GP Forward View in St Helens and to engage the wider membership on the financial
challenges faced by the CCG.

3.2

This enhanced engagement will include regular practice visits that recognise the challenges
faced by primary care professionals, working with them to develop new solutions. Recent
visits to member practices, as part of the annual engagement programme, have included
discussions on the GP Forward View.

3.3

The CCG recognises the importance of having its membership, Local Medical Committee and
key partners on board in the development of its primary care strategy. The constitution will
be reviewed to ensure that this is achieved and that governance remains robust and ensures
equity across practices.

3.4

GP Governing Body members have been attached to each locality to help improve direct
links with member practices. These locality groups will be supplemented with other key
individuals from within each locality and members of the primary care team.

3.5

A GP Forward View task and finish group has been created to support the development of
the local plan for St Helens. This group is comprised of GPs, Practice Managers and other key
stakeholders including the Local Medical Committee and Rota (St Helens’ out of hours
provider). This group has acted as a sounding board during the development of the plan,
prior to engaging with the wider membership through the GP Forum. Going forward, the
CCG will ensure that other key partners are engaged.

3.6

There are already active Practice Manager and Practice Nurse Forums in St Helens and the
CCG is keen to make use of these groups, in addition to the GP Forum, to keep members
informed and involved in developments surrounding the GP Forward View to ensure the
programme retains a broad base of support.

3.7

St Helens CCG is planning to create new structures to support the development of the GP
Forward View. New locality groups will be developed, comprised of Governing Body GPs and
key stakeholders for each locality, supported by the primary care management team. The
new localities are shown in the diagram overleaf.

3.8

The diagram overleaf also demonstrates the integration of emerging practice networks,
locality working and a borough wide Federation as three key components of primary care at
scale in St Helens.

3.9

The Primary Care Quality and Operations Group, a sub-committee of the CCG’s Primary Care
Decision Making Committee will have its role extended to provide oversight to the primary
care transformation programme and will invite a broader range of stakeholders to the table.
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4.0

Provider and Locality Development

4.1

The CCG will ensure there where appropriate it assists practices in accessing the ‘Vulnerable
Practice’ and ‘General Practice Resilience’ programmes. It will provide access to business
and quality improvement skills, capacity management training and diagnostic support.

4.2

The CCG will also direct support for transformation to support the shift from individual
practice to locality based working. This will include development of locality leadership,
management structures and standardised processes. St Helens will support groups of
practices to enhance their quality improvement capabilities and will consider the
infrastructure and resources needed to manage this change.

4.3

The CCG will support the establishment of a borough wide Federation which will enhance
the voice of the GP as a provider of service, helping to define the ‘primary care brand’ for St
Helens. It will ensure that the new Federation has access to support in terms of governance,
leadership and organisational development.

4.4

Many of St Helens’ member practices are unable to draw on the kind of leadership, service
improvement and programme management capabilities that other NHS providers take for
granted. In addition to training, expert facilitation will be made available to practices
through the ‘Releasing Time’, ‘General Practice Resilience’ and ‘General Practice
Improvement Leaders’ programmes.

4.5

Some of the key benefits of collaboration through a borough wide Federation have been
articulated by the membership through a series of engagement events:






Enables extra support and more specialist skills to practices;
Preserves practice independence, helping to retain local networks, and ensure
continuity of care for patients with complex needs;
Increased scale improves the resilience of the system to ‘shocks’ by sharing the risks;
Collective bargaining power enables approaches that would not work for small practices;
and
Enables identification and spread best practice.

4.6

The CCG will use dedicated Protected Learning Time (PLTs) and GP/PM/PN Forums to
engage with member practices around new models of care and to support the development
of federated working, locality working and practice networks. Working through robust
governance processes, the CCG will make decisions relating to funding to implement new
ways of working.

4.7

NHS St Helens CCG will support all practices to work through the 10 high impact actions
identified by NHS England and will link in with localities to share the case studies which are
being collected nationally along with resources and activities to support local
implementation.

4.8

The first nine actions are ‘the what’ of releasing capacity – the changes practices could
make. The tenth is about ‘the how’ and is often where success or failure lies. It is also the
reason why experiences of the same innovation can differ so greatly between practices. The
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CCG will focus the efforts of the ‘Releasing Time’ programme on localities and practice
networks rather than at every practice.
The localities and key healthcare facilities within them can be seen in the following diagram:

4.10

The close concentration of practices in the centre of St Helens is marked, with patients who
live near the centre being able to register at as many as 22 practices. This contrasts with the
outskirts and rural parts of the borough where choice is more limited.
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5.0

Care Redesign

5.1

St Helens is currently re-procuring its community health services to improve the support
provided by the extended primary care teams in each locality. In support of the locality
working model, there will also be changes to Integrated Access St Helens (IASH), and
frail/elderly medical care model.

5.2

When coupled with current initiatives to embed a new Referral Management System and
the Map of Medicine, it is expected that this redesign of care will be substantially complete
by the end of 2017. From 2018, St Helens will commence expansion of its range of 7 day
services in general practice. It is anticipated that these access improvements will be
delivered at locality level, rather than at individual practice level, linking more effectively
with acute care specialists.

5.3

Integrated Access St Helens (IASH) is a multi-disciplinary team consisting of Care Managers,
Therapists and Nurses. It is being developed as a single point of access. IASH co-ordinate and
carry out assessments from referral requests. The assessment will determine the most
appropriate services to meet the presenting need and activate services, co-ordinating
referral processes. IASH also provide signposting and advice and guidance. In addition to
improving patient outcomes, a key objective of this initiative is to reduce GP workload
through improved co-ordination of community services.

5.4

A recent out of hospital nursing review identified a lot of inefficiencies across current
nursing services in terms of duplication and overlap. There is also the potential to release
resource by redesigning these services. A new model has been developed which includes the
following features:






Three GP localities – St Helens North, St Helens South, Haydock & Newton;
Serving registered and resident GP practice populations;
Clinical leads within each locality with clear links to practices;
One Single Point of Access (SPA) into local Community Health and Social Care services;
and
Agreed care pathways for long term conditions, acute care and end of life care.

5.5

The new locality approach will enable teams to work together to ensure GP practices can
build effective relationships with their named nursing team to facilitate robust case
management. Each locality will also have named Community Matrons who will be attached
to the nursing teams.

5.6

The CCG has invested in Map of Medicine software package. This is a decision support
package where localised condition specific referral pathways are made available to GPs on
their clinical systems. More than 40 Maps have been developed and are now published; they
cover a range of areas from ENT to gynaecology.

5.7

The CCG is in wave 1 of the RightCare programme. This programme aims to reduce variation
by showing the CCG’s outcomes when compared to ten similar CCGs. The CCG has chosen 3
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focus areas; trauma and injury, neurology and gastroenterology. GPs are engaged with this
work and are supporting pathway changes. A series of events with GPs and PMs has helped
to garner support for the RightCare programme
5.8

St Helens CCG introduced a Referral Management System (RMS) in June 2016.
Referrals are sent to a referral reception team and within a number of specialties referrals
are then triaged. The referrals can be directed in a number of directions with the emphasis
being on the patient being treated in the best way possible for their condition and in the
right environment.

5.9

The CCG has a number of tier 2 clinics which it runs outside of acute settings. These are ENT,
gynaecology and dermatology. The clinics have been running for many years and are
evaluated by patients very well. Since the inception of the RMS the number of referrals to
the clinics has increased substantially and the CCG has had to expand the provision in these
areas very rapidly. The CCG has done this working with the existing provider but the
expansion has been constrained to date due to the availability of the necessary staff.

5.10

The demand for the clinics continues to grow and therefore in 17/18 it is likely that the CCG
will need to consider how to continue to meet the rising demand. This will need to be
accomplished in a sustainable fashion which both supports the 5 Year Forward View and
aligns with the strategic direction of the Local Delivery System.

5.11

The review of current services has shown that the community frailty service fragmented,
there is duplication, there is unequal access and it is not good value for money.
The new service will be remodelled with the following principles:





Specialist led;
Patient Voice;
Integrated Acute, Community & Intermediate Care = One service; and
Consultants & GPs.

The new service will be able to access:

5.12

ANP/Specialist Nurse;
Therapy;
Dietician;
Falls service;
Other specialities i.e dementia;
Pharmacy; and
Mental health.

The community frailty service will support general practice and aims to reduce A&E
attendance, admissions and readmissions, improve quality and patient experience. It is
anticipated the service will be in place by November 2017.
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5.13

Each general practice in St Helens has access to the medicines management team which is
managed across the borough. Each practice has clear links to a pharmacist and technician
who support changes in prescribing behaviours. The medicines management function is a
clear example of primary care delivered at scale in St Helens.

5.14

The medicines management team will continue to focus efforts on improving patient safety
whilst making a valuable contribution to reducing prescribing costs. In 2017 the team will be
developing a specific focus on the care home sector.

5.15

The general practice model the CCG is working towards is that of the ‘Primary Care Home’, a
model widely adopted across England to strengthen the extended primary care team. The
graphic below provides some of the key characteristics of this model. The significance of this
model is that general practices remain central to delivery of effective primary care
supported by effective teams in the community at locality level. With the right support in
the community, fewer referrals will be made to specialist services.

5.16

This redesign will be built around patients; some patients want the knowledge, skills and
confidence to take more responsibility and self-care for their health and feel more in control
of their outcomes. The redesign will channel this growing patient appetite for services that
help patients to help themselves, this unlocks both a better patient experience and a way to
alleviate practice workload.
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5.17

We will promote patient activation and disease prevention, wellness and healthy lifestyles,
by identifying resources to assist self-care and the ability for patients to manage their own
long term conditions safely. A nationally accredited suite of self-care applications is due to
be released by NHS England for the benefit of patients.

5.18

The CCG will develop a public and patient engagement plan for primary care to include:






Dedicated pages on practice and CCG websites;
Regular attendance at the CCG’s Patient Involvement and Engagement Group;
Open day consultations;
Continue to support Practices to develop their Patient Participation Groups to build on
the GP Forward View; and
Primary care attendance at Health Forum, which brings together practice PPG chairs.

This will enable a shared understanding of their local practice population needs and build
relationships to ensure the sustainability of primary care for the future.
5.19

Improved engagement with patients and the public could help to enable:







Understanding of local patient need;
Local GPs’ experience of delivering high quality primary care services;
Better access to consultations provided in different sites;
A wider range of tailored services delivered closer to home and in reassuring settings;
Continuity of care; and
An opportunity to build a more extensive community team involving community nursing,
secondary care specialists and social care.

The CCG will work with public sector partners and the voluntary sector to build upon
community assets to empower individuals and local communities to take more control over
their health. It will seek to engage the voluntary sector in relation to the role they can play
to support service delivery in St Helens.

5.21

St Helens will receive additional funding for extended access from April 2018, increasing
from £3.34/patient to £6.00/patient by 2021. During 2017, the CCG will engage its
membership about the development of a locality based model for 7 day access to general
practice, phasing implementation over a two year period to 2020.
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6.0

Investment in Infrastructure

6.1

Primary care in St Helens will need the interoperable systems, information management,
technology, and estates infrastructure to support locality working and become an equal
partner with other providers in the health economy. The current configuration of the
general practice estate does not lend itself well to locality working and the path to locality
hubs will be dependent upon securing further capital investment in the primary care estate.

6.2

St Helens CCG is investing in telemedicine digital nursing service in local residential and
nursing homes. The service will provide a secure video conferencing link to a digital nursing
hub for the provision of remote clinical support and decision making capabilities for patients
and residents in these homes. The hub will be fully staffed by NHS personnel and frontline
care is delivered by senior acute care nurses supported by a Consultant Physician.

6.3

The immediate access to acute level care for care home residents will see a reduction in
acute activity for care home residents; improve the knowledge and confidence of care home
staff and ensure the most appropriate clinical response. The service is designed to optimise
patient care and reduce avoidable conveyances.

6.4

St Helens CCG inherited a number of issues with its estates from which primary and
community services are commissioned. A number of buildings fail to meet modern standards
or are under-utilised. These issues are not unique to St Helens and the GP Forward View
makes the point that estates are an important part in delivering high quality public services.
It is also an important opportunity to improve efficiency by rationalising older buildings
whilst maximising the occupancy of the newer better quality buildings.

6.5

Primary care currently has a mixture of estates from new LIFT buildings; a ‘cottage hospital’
at Newton, private finance buildings and GP owned premises. Collaboration in 2012 with the
Local Authority resulted in the establishment of a new Intermediate care unit based in Parr –
the Maple Unit. Moving services out of hospital and providing care closer to home is one of
the key ambitions of the 5 year plan.

6.6

A Strategic Estates Group (SEG) for St Helens was formed in September 2015. The SEG was
launched following a strategic estates planning workshop held in 2015 which brought
together all key health and social care stakeholders.

6.7

Work is underway to clear sites and maximise the usage of the more modern buildings,
whilst taking forward opportunities to improve the quality of the estate particularly for
primary care. The estates work plan for 2016/17 includes the disposal of the following old
poor quality sites – creating opportunities for redevelopment:





Sims Ward (due to close);
Newton Clinic (closed);
Cowley Hill Headquarters (closed); and
Carr Mill Clinic (closed).
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6.8

Support the development of GP premises using such opportunities as presented by the
national Estates and Technology Transformation Fund, GP practice investment or other
capital sources. In January 2015, NHS England invited general practices to submit proposals
for investment in infrastructure in 2015/16 which would enable improved access to clinical
services and support the delivery of new services to reduce emergency admissions. Market
Street Surgery moving to Vista Road is in cohort 1 and the extension to Four Acre will be in
cohort 2. At this stage, these are investments in principle and no final decision has been
given as to if these bids have been successful.

6.9

Current primary care estate developments include:





The key estates priorities in 2017 and 2018 include:
St Helens North






Maximise service delivery within Garswood PCRC to ensure services are being delivered in
high quality accommodation and to ensure that the CCG get best value for money;
As there is so much capacity at Garswood PCRC, if possible, community activity could be
moved into the spare capacity within LIFT and allow for the additional capacity in the nonLIFT estate to be rationalised;
Consideration of primary and community services in Billinge to ensure that they are
provided in good quality accommodation in the future; and
Consider investment into Rainford Health Centre as it a key property in a good accessible
location where there is a high population of people aged 65 and over, but is in poor
condition.

St Helens South
 Utilise the Community Care space to help relieve the capacity issues within primary care;
 Consider options including Primary and Community services currently provided at the
Bowery Health Centre in Thatto Heath and the Community services currently provided at
Irwin Road Clinic in Sutton as these are key properties in good accessible locations but are
in poor condition;
 Oak House Surgery (Dr Filetti & Partners), Burtonwood Village Surgery (Dr A James &
Partners) and The Surgery (Dr SH Lowe & Partners/ Clay Street Surgery) would benefit
from a condition survey to inform future investment decisions; and
 Consider how space at St Helens Hospital could be utilised better by some of the services
currently provided at the Millennium Centre and consider alternative use of the space at
the Millennium Centre.
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6.10

Vista Road, Newton extension expected to be completed in 2017;
Haydock Health Centre, large new community facility expected to open in 2017;
Four Acre, extension expected to be completed in 2017; and
New surgery to replace temporary accommodation in Eccleston.
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Haydock and Newton






Relocate services into the best quality estate such as Newton Community Hospital.
Newton Clinic is of poor quality and located 1 mile from the new LIFT facility on Bradlegh
Road;
Dr A James & Partners and Patterdale Lodge Medical Centre are both condition C
properties and may benefit from some investment or if possible relocation into better
quality accommodation. There may also be an option to refurbish Newton Clinic and
relocate these 2 practices into better quality estate; and
Burtonwood Village Surgery (Dr A James & Partners) and The Surgery (Dr SH Lowe &
Partners/ Clay Street Surgery) would benefit from a condition survey to inform future
investment decisions.

6.11

The CCG will continue the programme of space utilisation studies carried out by Renova to
ensure that void costs of any under-utilised is minimised. It will look for opportunities of
joint working with partners like the Council e.g. Garswood Library/Community Hub in the
Garswood Primary Care Resource Centre (PCRC) and the potential to develop
accommodation in the borough for particular client groups. It will resolve issues over estates
costs within contracts with Bridgewater and the other NHS provider tenants with NHS
Property Services and Community Health Partnerships (national bodies that own or hold the
head lease on the majority of NHS community estate within the Borough not directly owned
by GP practices).

6.12

The SEG will need to continue to look for opportunities to improve the utilisation of the
estate across the Borough working in partnership with the other stakeholders.
Key pieces of work for 2017/18 and beyond include:







6.13

Evaluation of the capital implications of the schemes set out above to completion;
Take account of the commissioning plans being developed within the Borough by the
CCG and the Council and through the auspices of the Sustainability and Transformation
Plan across Cheshire and Merseyside to determine what impact they may have on the
estate;
Link into opportunities arising from the redevelopment of the St Helens town centre
particularly with regards to primary care facilities;
Continue to look for opportunities to rationalise the estate linking into the building
utilisation studies of such premises as the Millennium Centre; and
GP locality working – 3 hub approach, St Helens North, St Helens South, and Haydock &
Newton. This development will be needed to facilitate 7 day access in general practice
across the borough from 2018.

GP IT systems sit at the heart of primary care facilitating and recording thousands of
interactions with patients every week. GP practices have led the way in the move from paper
to digital record-keeping and are now offering online transactions, such as appointment
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bookings, repeat prescriptions and online access for patients to elements of their GP-held
records.
In a challenging financial environment, IT services must not only improve the quality of care
through enhancing the patients’ experience of services, but also enable the practice to
realise efficiency benefits such as a reduced administrative burden. Building on the solid
foundations which are already in place in primary care, practices need to develop IT
functionality which responds to the evolving needs of patients and underpins integration
across care pathways.

6.15

There is an increasing reliance on the use of innovative, robust technology in today's clinical
healthcare environments. The CCG will exploit and develop new technologies to ensure that
its systems are fit for purpose and meet the needs of our clinicians and patients. GPs have a
system wide role to play as commissioners, providers and 'system navigators'; to succeed
this must supported by modern technology, systems and processes.

6.16

The challenge for IM&T programmes is clear, to enable delivery of innovative solutions
across the health economy which will deliver tangible improvements to patient care whilst
providing a more cost effective and patient centred health service. This links very closely to
the work of the People’s Board for St Helens and information technology is a key enabler in
respect of the development of an Accountable Care Management System (ACMS) for the
borough.

6.17

As of October 2016 there are 196,348 Patients registered with the 35 St Helens GP practices.
34 of the GP practices have the EMIS Web clinical system, 186,147 registered Patients, and
just one with the InPS Vision clinical system, Billinge Surgery, with 10,201 registered
patients.

6.18

The CCG has made a significant degree of investment in general practice IM&T over the last
3 years which has seen all bar one practice upgrade their clinical system to EMIS web. Every
GP Practice utilises ‘Docman’ software, which also enables electronic discharge summaries.
Practices use the cheaper Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) telephony; have
comprehensive practice Wi-Fi, viewing of X-rays, and the booking and receipt of test results
electronically (ICE). Map of Medicine has been installed in all GP Practices and a Referral
Management System has been implemented.

6.19

An Electronic Document Management System has been adopted by most GP practices in
which the Lloyd George Clinical records have been scanned and made accessible
electronically, which also means they have more space due to not having Lloyd George
record Filing Cabinets. All practices are connected to a secure broadband data network – the
“COIN” Community of Interest Network, provided by St Helens & Knowsley Health
Informatics Service, known locally as the ‘HIS’.
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6.14
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6.20

Clinical systems user groups are facilitated by NHS St Helens CCG to ensure staff are able to
make the best and most efficient use of the practice computer systems. Some practices use
self-check in screens and a patient call system that they have funded themselves.

6.21

Nationally provided solutions have been embraced and all GP practices submit data to the
Summary Care Record, and utilise GP2GP, eReferrals, NHSmail and Electronic Prescriptions
systems.

6.22

The Aristotle product has been provided to GP practices and the CCG for business
intelligence purposes and to enable risk stratification of patients, this has been developed by
Midlands and Lancashire Commissioning Support Unit. Practices also have access to the
Primary Care Web Tool, developed by NHS England.

6.23

The CCG has developed a quality dashboard for primary care and this will be developed
further to enhance the quality surveillance conducted in primary care. The dashboard will
also incorporate performance data.

6.24

The extended quality and performance dashboard will be linked to the GP Quality Contract
from 2017/18. Differential targets will be developed for practices that recognise each
practice’s starting point and context.

6.25

The CCG will work with general practices leading the way in digital services and build upon
this work to increase uptake in the number of patients registered for, and regularly
accessing online services to order prescriptions, book and cancel appointments and access
elements of their clinical record.

6.26

The CCG is in the process of procuring the Medical Interoperability Gateway (MIG) to
facilitate an Electronic Palliative Care Co-ordination Systems (EPaCCS). This will facilitate the
sharing of read only, up to date data with any health provider the patient is in contact with.
The CCG hopes to quickly progress into sharing the full clinical record for any patient contact
with any health and social care professional. Rota, the out of hours provider for St Helens
will be given access to all patients’ records which are held in EMIS systems.

6.27

The benefits of interoperability include:





The clinicians will be confident in their analysis of the patient’s condition with the
benefit of a full medical history;
The patients will not have to repeat themselves, or try to remember what medications
they are prescribed, and when they had certain conditions;
Medication costs may be reduced as the clinicians will be able to see when the last
prescription was issued; and
There may be fewer non-elective admissions as clinicians will be aware of allergies,
intolerances and contraindications. Clinicians will also be aware of the patients past
history which may point to a certain condition, rather than uncertainty, which could
point to the best course of action being admission to hospital.
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The CCG will ensure information governance remains a priority. St Helens & Knowsley Health
Informatics Information Governance Team supports all St Helens CCG GP practices to
conform to all Information Governance requirements, which includes the Information
Governance Toolkit (IGT) submission each year. All GP practices are registered as Data
Controllers with the Information Commissioners Office. For information sharing patient
consent will need to be a central component, along with confidence that the information
that is shared being deemed necessary, proportionate and relevant for direct care purposes.

6.29

The CCG will need to ensure the services that it commissions make use of new technologies
to improve care, integrate services, give treating clinicians a full paperless medical history,
providing patients’ access to their own records and using technology to monitor and
diagnose conditions. The GP Forward View reiterated the vision to drive better outcomes for
patients by harnessing the information revolution. The National Information Board (NIB) was
established to provide leadership for a strategy - to put data and technology to work for
citizens, patients and their carers, support healthier lives and secure safe and sustainable
health and care, so that by 2020 all patient and care records will be digital, interoperable
and real-time.

6.30

The CCG has developed a ‘Digital Roadmap’ to show how together with others we will
deliver the 2020 ambition. The CCG has decided to work on a footprint based loosely on a
Liverpool City Region – so coming together with the 5 other Merseyside CCGs, led by
Liverpool CCG.

6.31

IM&T can assist in meeting the challenges by delivering programmes which enable clinical
redesign and open up flexible approaches to clinical delivery. Developing current plans
around clinical system interoperability, ensuring paper free contact at the point of care,
being better able to meet the needs of patients, carers, health and social care professionals
and commissioners, full mobile access to the up to date clinical record to enable mobile
working, and data sharing with all health and social care professionals will allow the CCG to
have the flexibility to redesign services and enable principles such as the Out of Hospital
agenda and projects to move clinical services closer to patients in community settings.

6.32

A bid has been made to the Estate and Technology Transformational Funds to help with
these plans. This bid is approved in principle but no final decision has been made on the
scheme.

6.33

IM&T will also play a fundamental role in the delivery of innovation in areas such as different
types of consultation, as well as tele-heath, self-care and tele-care. Facilitation will be
required to increase uptake of digital access to services via Patient Online, email and video
consultations and tools to support self-care.
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7.0

Finance

7.1

In line with NHS England guidance, St Helens CCG will create a £3 per head transformation
fund from within its allocations, to be used over a two year period commencing April 2017.
This fund of circa £590k will be focused on incentivising and supporting a shift to primary
care working at scale.

7.2

Subject to the CCG’s governance processes, the key priorities for the fund could include:





Support the development of a borough based Federation including workforce
recruitment initiatives to increase the number of GPs working in St Helens;
Support to enable locality working between practices and community service providers
e.g. MDTs working at scale, shared process development, development of local
leadership;
Transitional support for practices working together to enable them to consider options
for future sustainability, which may include merging of practices or sharing certain
functions.

7.3

Details of how the transformation fund will be allocated are in development and will be
subject to a robust decision making process.

7.4

There are a number of funding streams for the GP Forward View and these have been
helpfully summarised by the British Medical Association (BMA, “Focus on Funding Support
for General Practice”, October 2016) in table 1 overleaf. Some of the funding comes direct to
practices through uplifts in general medical services contracts, whereas other elements of
the funding must be accessed through a range of regional and national application
processes. One of the key functions for the CCG will be to ensure that general practice is well
sighted on these funds, and are in a good position to gain access to these schemes for the
benefit of St Helens’ health economy.
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Table 1: GP Forward View Funding Streams
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8.0

Improvement in Outcomes

8.1

In delivering the transformation the CCG will focus on the performance measures overleaf
for primary care, which will be refined further following engagement with Practice Managers
and GPs. The list overleaf has been aligned with the CCG Improvement and Assurance
Framework (IAF) insofar as possible in relation to general practice services. MyNHS, other
national public health indicators and some local indicators have also been added to monitor
the effectiveness of the transformation.

8.2

The quality and performance indicators have been grouped into four domains: effective,
safe, proactive and responsive.

8.3

The primary care team will work collaboratively with the CCG Performance Team to refine
performance measures and to develop these over time to meet both organisation and
practice needs. These indicators will be reviewed by the GP Forward View Task and Finish
Group to be held on 8 December 2016, and a final set of indicators will be proposed to the
Primary Care Decision Making Committee of the CCG for adoption.

8.4

A subset of the indicators will be included in future iterations of the GP Quality Contract to
align the work of primary care with that of the CCG and health economy. Six indicators from
the set of 18 indicators have been prioritised to link to the GP Quality Contract in 2017/18.
These include three effective, two safe and one proactive indicator.

8.5

The indicators chosen represent a mix of input, process and outcome measures. Process and
input measures have been used where it is more difficult to obtain outcome measures.

8.6

Data is already collected routinely for the majority of cases where national indicators have
been developed. New local indicators are proposed overleaf for safeguarding, risk
stratification, the Referral Management System and frailty scoring (as part of a
comprehensive geriatric assessment). These local indicators are intended to align general
practice performance measures with key CCG initiatives.
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Appendix One: Stakeholder Engagement / Governance Arrangements
Date

Item

Person/ Team

Purpose

Progress/Outcomes

02/11/2016

GPFV – CCG Working Group 1

AD - Primary
Care

Engagement

03/11/2016

GPFV – C&M Working Group 1

AD - Primary
Care

Planning

03/11/2016

PM Forum

AD - Primary
Care

Engagement

09/11/2016

Finalise outline of plan

Planning

09/11/2016

Send briefing paper to
Governing Body meeting 23/11

AD - Primary
Care
AD - Primary
Care

Draft submission of outline plan
within CCG

AD - Primary
Care

Planning

10/11/2016

GP Forum – Present draft plan
for discussion/engagement

AD - Primary
Care/Mike

Engagement

16/11/2016

GPFV – primary care Team
Working Group (with Knowsley
CCG)

AD - Primary
Care

Planning

17/11/2016

GPFV – CCG Working Group 2

AD - Primary

Engagement

Good initial
engagement with a
helpful GPFV
discussion, which
provided direction
on how to approach
GP Forum
Initial meeting with
C&M colleagues to
gain clarity about
process
Introductory
meeting at PM
Forum to seek
support and
participation
First draft
produced
Draft shared with
Sarah but decision
not to share yet
Draft shared with
Julie Abbott for
inclusion in
operational plan
Limited
opportunity for
engagement as
time restricted. GPs
enjoyed the
discussion and
seem engaged.
More to do
Agreed areas where
we can work
collaboratively:
workforce
development, IT,
DES, bids.
Well attended

09/11/2016
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Care

LMC meeting

AD - Primary
Care/LMC
AD - Primary
Care

Engagement

21/11/2016

Patient Experience and
Involvement Group

21/11/2016

Primary Care Leads

Primary Care
Team

Planning

23/11/2016

Paper for PCMDC with draft
submission
Protected learning time session
for PMs and Rota meeting with
GPs

AD - Primary
Care
AD - Primary
Care

Planning

24/11/2016

Paper with draft submission at
PCQOG
Primary Care Quality &
Operations Group (PCQOG)
Health Forum

02/12/2016

LMC Meeting

AD - Primary
Care
AD - Primary
Care
AD - Primary
Care
AD - Primary
Care/Deputy
Clinical Chair

07/12/2016

Primary Care Decision Making
Committee approval of draft

AD - Primary
Care

Governance

08/12/2016

GPFV – CCG Working Group 3

AD - Primary
Care

Review

23/11/2016

24/11/2016
24/11/2016

Engagement

Engagement

Planning
Review
Engagement
Engagement
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18/11/2016

meeting which
started to gain
consensus on the
model for primary
care and priorities
for investment of
transformational
funds
Meeting cancelled
by LMC.
Good engagement
with Healthwatch
and PPG chair
To share plans
across C&M
footprint
Produced to update
PCDMC on 7/12
Engagement with
PMs and GPs in
prep for Rota
meeting
Discussed process
for finalising plan
Reviewed key
themes in plan
Engaged PPG
groups
Shared plans with
LMC. Responded to
say “well written,
direction of travel is
appropriate and
well supported”
Endorsement of
direction of travel &
assurance
Reviewed
performance
indicators and
helpful discussion
about proposed
incentives to scale
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09/12/2016

Finalise submission and
produce update for Governing
Body (one week late for papers)

AD - Primary
Care/Deputy
Clinical Chair

Planning

15/12/2016

Governing Body approval of
submission
Submission of final 2017/18 to
2018/19 operational plans

Deputy Clinical
Chair/Deputy CE
Deputy CE

Governance

21/12/2016
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Planning

Draft three
produced and
submitted to GB
with cover sheet
Scheduled
Final draft (four)
being produced for
16/12
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Appendix Two: Stakeholder Comments
GP Forward View: Nov 2016, GP Forum Comments and Feedback
Federation/collaboration
 Borough based Federation would have more clout to maintain enhanced services and
income.
 Assist recruitment as a united approach. Bank of clinical staff employed.
 All federated already with ROTA so not a new organisation.
 Securing funding as one unit.
 Advice and support on how to tap into extra resources.
 Support to everyone equally
 Buy in additional services
 Free up GP time
 Stability and support
 Service delivery
 Cross utilisation of staff
 Federation should be rolled out as natural progression
 CQC type policies
 To support Federation needs expertise
 Separate organisation from ROTA

Localities
 Practices in same geographical area may be totally different
 Is the hub locality or GP Practice? There cannot be 35 hubs.
 Non-standard GP function
 ? Locality based GP for visits
 T/R’s
 Locality working – back to North, South, Newton & Haydock as before – historic (PCG)
 Arbitrary line?
 Easier to work with smaller groups.
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Care redesign
 Felt the slide diluted the influence of GP practice (primary care home) GPs need more
support to prevent them being marginalised.
 7/7 opening
 Moving services out from secondary care.
 Don’t feel it will reduce referrals.
 Joint injection services
 Ortho turn into day cases
 Specialist GPs
 Could triage for RMS
 Lots of examples of poorly developed pathways
 Many doing in-house should have in-house expertise
 Possible move to centralised appointments system.
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GP Forward View: Nov 16, Comments and Feedback from Second Task and Finish Group
Federation/collaboration
 Rota trusted, high quality services
 Maintaining quality and integrity important consideration for practices
 Possible to lose some of discretionary effort offered by partnership model
 Borough wide buy-in is important
 Possible to federate/collaborate on different levels
 Not possible to parachute staff into practices without practice induction – local systems
Care redesign
 Wish to preserve identities of general practices but improve resilience
 Central place to process blood results?
Localities
 Development of transferable systems e.g. Read coding
 Shaping a collaborative culture
Workforce
 Options to design jobs around individuals, meeting their aspirations and development
needs
 Noted that dozens of GPs pass through Rota
 Losing many good quality doctors including registrars who are not staying in St Helens
 Rota would be able to compete with locum agencies
Other
 Links to STP and LDS appear to be a risk, primary care not a significant component
GP Forward View: Nov 16, Comments and Feedback from Practice Managers at PLT
What do practices most need help with?
 Workforce
 Increase in Workload
 IT Support – currently very restrictive
 Job satisfaction/staff moral/Delegation/Development
 HR/Health and Safety
 Recruitment
 Staff pay vs Responsibilities
 Containing Costs
 Succession Planning
 Building in Greater efficiency
 More flexibility and Work-life balance
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How could a Federation help?
 Taking Stress out of system
 Winter Pressures
 Urgent Access
 Back Office Administration
 Minor Ailments
 Trouble Shooting – IT System
 Empowerment
 Bulk Buying
 AF Screening
 Community Diabetic Clinics
 Practice Manager Meetings/Training/Best Practice by Networking
 One Policy for Indemnity
 Postage – eg Docmail
 Pool of Staff for Recruitment/Workforce
 Shared Consent
What difference could a Federation make?
 Locality Level Meetings to discuss local issues, more personal
 Efficiencies/Savings
 Support, Retention of Practice Managers
 Training and Development for all Levels
 Discussion Forum
What are the Risks and Challenges?
 Not Federating
 Pay differences of Staff
 Working differently and overcoming resistance to change
 Private Federations – Losing Profit
 Afraid of losing their Practice identity
 Care of Patients who like things as they are (Do not wish to use on-line services)
Engagement at Patient Experience and Involvement Group (21/11/16) and Health Forum

The PPG Forum Representative questioned the GP Retainer Scheme, agreeing that there is difficulty
in recruiting GPs and queries if there was a scheme that encourages doctors to stay in St Helens,
suggesting a financial incentive for doctors to live here. The Associate Director for primary care
informed the group that there is a national scheme for those doctors nearing retirement to stay
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The Associate Director for primary care highlighted the 6 main components involved within the GP
Forward View; firstly discussing the Improved funding which will ultimately support the GPs as the
shares of NHS spend is to increase to 10% by 2020 for primary care. The Associate Director for
primary care also touched upon the Redesign of Care, Workforce Growth and Development,
Investment in Infrastructure, Provider and Locality Development and lastly Membership
Engagement.
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working and complete four sessions per week and another scheme would be to invest some money
in ROTA.
The Governing Body Lay Member recognises the importance of primary care and praises the GP
Forward View. The Associate Director for primary care states there may be interest from other CCGs
to work together such as providing IT and training within programmes together. The Healthwatch
Representative stated she will feed this information to management committee.
The Governing Body Lay Member suggest that the Associate Director for primary care could present
this information at meetings and be involved with the PPG Forum Meetings which will access more
groups. The Associate Director for primary care is extremely supportive of the work of this group
explaining to the group in previous workplaces he had a strong link with PPGs so would therefore
encourage a regular slot to be held for future PPG Forums.
GP Forward View: 8 Dec 16, Comments and Feedback from Final Task and Finish Group
-

-

Presented final draft of the plan to 4 GPs and 5 PMs representing 6 practices including Drs
Lawson, Reade, Sword and Ejuoneatse. Recap of the model.
Helpful discussion about how local practice networks feed into localities and borough wide
federation
Agreement that collaboration is starting to happen, federation conversations moving quickly
Federation needs greater clarity on role and delivery expectations
Rota is exploring the potential for hubs in each locality, more than 90% of practice signed up
to work together
Practices need backfill support to provide headspace, not extra money as such
Be careful to lose what is good about general practice: continuity of care, localism,
discretionary effort etc
Discussed the separation of provider and commissioning functions within the CCG and the
need for a federation to look after provider interests
Extensive discussion about making the job attractive for GPs as opposed to ‘handcuffing’
new staff to the area
Praise for the first five initiative supporting newly qualified doctors – trainees want real
support and to be valued
Request made for increased protected learning time to support locality working
Discussed potential for practices to be incentivised to collaborate and scale. The group
agreed that rather than open this process up to bids, it should be equitably allocated
through localities using an inclusive approach to collaboration
Discussed importance of resilience and need to support workforce collaboration, perhaps
linking up the training practices into a network
Discussed existing and emerging practice networks and their role
Reviewed performance indicators with key message being to make the indicators something
practices can influence directly e.g. admissions for urgent care sensitive conditions, ability to
book appointment with GP rather than a crude A&E measure
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Appendix Three: Programme Workstreams and Timelines

PC170108a

Below is the first draft of the programme workstreams to support the implementation of the GP Forward
View in St Helens:
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Report to: Primary Care Decision Making Committee
Date of meeting:

18th January 2017

Governing Body Member Lead:

Clinical Chief Executive

Accountable Director:

Associate Director: Primary Care

Report title:

Risk Register

Item
for:

Decision

Assurance

Information

(Please insert X as
appropriate)

Strategic
Objectives

Governance
and Risk

1.
2.
3.
4.

To deliver financial sustainability
To deliver improvements through system redesign and in priority areas.
To deliver improved outcomes for patients
To develop primary care capacity and capability as system leaders

Does this report provide assurance against any of the risks identified in the Assurance
Framework? No
Yes (please specify)
This provides an update on the primary care risk register.

Is this report required under NHS guidance or for statutory purpose?
No
Yes (please specify)

Purpose of this paper
To update the Committee in relation to primary care risks.
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This report supports the following CCG Strategic Objectives. Please insert ‘x’
as appropriate.

Further explanatory information required:
Does this paper link to any of the
10 key themes of the CCG’s
Improvement Plan. If yes, please
specify.

How will this benefit the health and
wellbeing of St Helens residents or
the Clinical Commissioning
Group?

Please describe any possible
Conflicts of Interest associated
with this paper.

Please identify any current
services or roles that may be
affected by issues within this
paper.

What risks may arise as a result of
this paper? How can they be
mitigated?

No

Keeping sighted on emerging risks and ensuring
commissioning plans take account of these.

None.

General practice services.

Identified in the paper.
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2. Background and Update
The GP workforce risk has been increased from 15 to 16. The likelihood has reduced from 5 to 4
because of extensive engagement with providers and emerging consensus on the way forward.
However, the consequence of staffing shortages has been increased from 3 to 4, recognising the
significant impact on the wider system. A comprehensive update will be presented at the next
Committee.

3. Next Steps (as appropriate)
Update corporate risk register in relation to GP workforce.

4. Recommendations
To review the risks when re-presented in greater detail in February 2017.
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1. Executive Summary
This is an interim update as an extensive review of primary care risks is being undertaken through
the primary care quality and operations group. The January meeting of this group will review risks
from first principles and this work is well developed but not ready for review by the Primary Care
Decision Making Committee. This will build upon the GP Forward View plans.

DOCUMENT DEVELOPMENT

Process

Yes No

Comments &
Date
(i.e.
N/A
presentation,
verbal, actual
report)

Outcome

Public Engagement (please detail the method i.e.
survey, event, consultation)

Clinical Engagement (please detail the method i.e.
survey, event, consultation)

Has ‘due regard’ been given to Equality
Analysis (EA) and any adverse impacts? (Please
detail outcomes, including risks and how these will
be managed)

Legal Advice Sought

Presented to any other groups or committees
including Partnership Groups – Internal/External
(please specify in comments)

Note: Please ensure that it is clear in the comments and date column how and when particular stakeholders were involved in this
work and ensure there is clarity in the outcome column showing what the key message or decision was from that group and
whether amendments were requested about a particular part of the work.
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108PCDMC
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78PCDMC

99PCDMC

ID

L

4

3

3

3

Principal Risk

OngoingStaffing
shortages in several GP
practices could affect their
sustainability and
effectiveness.
Remaining GPs under
additional pressure due to
increased workload.

Contract for Primary Care
Support Services awarded
to private provider with a
40% efficiency plan
required from day 1 of
contract resulting in a
reduction in the number of
bases and staff reduction
from 1000 to 400.

Lack of adequate
assurance regarding the
contracting of
commissioned enhanced
services could put patient
safety at risk

At the present time the
clinicians within the Rota
Out of Hours Service are
seeing patient's medical
history. Two recent
safeguarding concerns
were raised that directly
linked to the lack of
access of patient
information.

sarah.lawrenson

By User:

By User:

12/01/2017

Last Saved:

3

3

3

2

C

Oct 16

Aug
15

Aug15

March
16

Initial
Risk
Rating/
Date
Added

C1

C2

D&E

Org Goal

The primary care team are developing an
asurance framework for requirements to be
submitted before existing contracts are
renewed

Primary Care Operational Committee to
work with NHSE to mitigate risks,
particularly for 'out of scope' services

CCG offered support regarding considering
skill mix e.g. ANP role. Approved a list
closure and a boundary change to support
two practices.

Identified Controls in Place

Direct communication from practices to
ROTA re: high risk patients and use of
Associate
special patient notes functionality.
Director Primary Care

Associate
Director Primary Care

Associate
Director Primary Care

Associate
Director Primary Care

Risk Owner

St Helens CCG Corporate Risk Register - Q3 (Nov) 2016/17
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3

3
4

3
4

C

9

9

9
12

16

Curre
nt
(Q1)
Risk
Ratin

►

►

►

▲

Progress

Additional controls required

Progress against action Plan

Extensive engagement with practices and Rota in
relation to GP Forward View. Developing plans to
recruit at scale through a new federation. Working
with NHS England to roll out new tools to assess
capacity and demand at locality level.

PC170110a

All service specifications for GP
enhanced services to be reviewed in
year. New contracts prepared for 1617 delayed due to late release of the
NHS standard NHS contract.

The Primary Care team are
monitoring the staffing issues in the
practices and suggesting potential
solutions. Need to review the GP 5
year forward view and agree local
actions. Need to link in with the
Deans of Medical Schools and
HENW. Increase the number of
training packages.

Due / Review

Monthly
through
Primary Care
Quality &
Ops
Committee

Monthly
through
Primary Care
Quality &
Ops
Committee

Comments

Work is ongoing. This is a significant piece of
work which we hope to complete end of January
2016 to be in place for the next financial year.
New contracts being prepared for 16-17 delayed
due to late release of the NHS Standards
contract. Work to review all service specifications
will continue during 2016-17. All contracts for
2016-17 finalised and sent out to practices.
Primary Care team monitoring return of signed
contracts

The true risk will become more evident over time as Capita
review staffing levels and close bases. Information received
regarding out of scope service which is being reviewed in
conjunction with NHSE.
Still waiting for further details regarding changes due to Capita.
Has been an issue with a gap in provision between service
delivery, now resolved. Risk score increased due to ongoing
problems, particularly regarding the transfer of patient notes
and lack of response from call centre. Issues have been
escalated to NHSE who are meeting with Capita frequently.
Further problems with contractor payments being monitored by
the primary care accountant. Primary Care Accountant
attending NHSE meetings re Capita. Primary Care
Management lead informing NHSE lead of issues raised by
practices. Issues escalated to NHSE national monitoring in
place with contract penalities being utilised.

Following a recent procurement exercise, the Contract for
Primary Care Support Services (PCS) has been awarded to a
private provider. This will result in a rationalisation of services,
meaning that some current areas of work will be 'out of scope'.
In addition, the local office in Liverpool will be closed on 31st
March 2016 and in all work transferred to Leeds or Preston.
This will also involve the relocation of all Lloyd George copies
of patient records to another location.

On-going support being provided to practices.
Primary Care Team supporting potential models
for federations of practices.

Risk increased

Risk unchanged

►
▲

Risk reduced

▼
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ID
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Principal Risk

There is one GP practice
in St Helens that uses the
operating system 'Vision'.
This practice falls outside
of the proposal to link
ROTA to the EMIS system
and presents an ongoing
risk re: access to patient
clinical informaiton
between the practice and
ROTA

Financial allocation related
to primary care delegated
commissioning may not
reflect actual cost to the
CCG, leading to additional
cost pressures.

sarah.lawrenson

By User:

By User:

12/01/2017

Last Saved:
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3

C

May16

Oct 16

Initial
Risk
Rating/
Date
Added

A4

B1

Org Goal

Associate
Director Primary Care

Associate
Director Primary Care

Risk Owner

St Helens CCG Corporate Risk Register - Q3 (Nov) 2016/17

Monthly monitoring by the primary care
accountant. Specific cost pressures
include estates and QOF payments.

Direct communication from practices to
ROTA re: high risk patients and use of
special patient notes functionality.

Identified Controls in Place
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6
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Curre
nt
(Q1)
Risk
Ratin

►

►

Progress

Ongoing monitoring to identify and
quanfity risks.

Additional controls required

Ongoing with NHSE regarding outstanding rent
reviews that will support identification of the level of
risk.

Progress against action Plan

Due / Review

Monthly
through
Primary Care
Quality &
Ops
Committee

Dec-16

Comments

Ongoing monitoring by the primary care
accountant. Cost pressures relating to premises
costs and rent reviews monitored monthly.

Risk increased

Risk unchanged

►
▲

Risk reduced

▼
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L
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4
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4

4

3

3

4

3

Principal Risk

A delay in discharge letters being
sent from STHK w hen personnel
fail to monitor the ‘queue’ of letters
and ensure they are sent through
w hich could result in a delay in
patient treatment post discharge.

Failure to effectively manage SUI
process for complex care, w ith a
resultant risk to patient care and
CCG reputation

Failure to receive concerns
regarding care provision through
complaints process across the
Borough broken dow n by CCG.

Failure to safeguard families and
children in the transition of Health
Visiting commissioning from NHSE
Public Health to LA Public Health by
April 2015.

Acorn Practice – single-handed GP
Practice. The GP has been removed
from the Performers list and the
Practice is not registered w ith the
CQC. Potential risks regarding
quality of care, patient safety and
CCG’s organisational reputation

Non adjustment of CQIN and others
as a result of the non-agreement of
tariff.

If CQIN monies used to offset tariff
gaps, quality schemes w ill not be
implemented.

CCG baseline adjustment
(reduction) for specialised
services has been set too high or
further sums requested

Activity led income aspirations of
St. Helens and Know sley Trust, as
detailed in information shared in
June 2013 w ith the Trust
Development Authority (TDA) in
support of the Trust's application
for FT status w ould place the CCG
at financial risk if they w ere to
materialise

54CQAC

57CQAC

62F&PC

63F&PC

ID

41CQAC

70HR

68QIPP
(relates to
QIPP 03)

37F&PC

34CQAC

17CQAC

46F&PC

35F&PC

39
CQAC

38MMC

33MMC

18CQAC

16MMC

15F&PC

2

Failure to commission and contract
in a robust manner in order to
prevent harm for patients in 5
Borough Partnership Trust

2

OOH Service provision is not
sustainable due to organisational
factors

2

1

The CCG is unable to meet its
financial duties due to lack of
budgetary control and poor financial
planning i.e. it posts a deficit or
accounts not certified

3

5

NCA invoices cannot be validated to
ensure they are CCGs patients, as
NHS Number cannot be sent w ith
invoice

Inability to maintain effective staff
communications resulting in
reduced performance of teams as a
result of staff relocation

3

Potential for increased activity (and
associated cost) of attendance at
A&E, WIC, and Out of Hours
services depending on the decision
by NHS E in relation to The Acorn
Project.

3

3

Forecast outturn April-July data
£335k overspend puts the CCG at
additional financial risk

1

3

CCGs can no longer recall
prescriptions from the NHSBSA to
investigate unspecified items
(specials), potential fraud,
Controlled drugs etc

The IPSG has not met for a number
of months. As a result, business
cases involving integrated
commisisoning w ork have been
delayed and this may lead to
reduced levels of QIPP savings
being realised in 2015-16

2

Lost of credibility w ith member
General Practices given data
quality from StH&K A&E Electronic
Discharge

There is considerable uncertainty in
relation to the level of recharges to
be levied on CCGs by PropCo and
this may exceed the budget held by
the CCG for this purpose of circa
£800k.

2

Non delivery of QIPP Pro-active
Care Programme due to failure to
implement Risk Stratification

2

Risk of reputational damage and
failure to commission safe care due
to unknow n and potential variation
in standard of delivery of GP based
anti-coagulation service

2

Controlled Drugs Accountable
Officer for NHS Merseyside on long
term sick leaving the CCG at risk as
this is a statutory requirement

QIPP under delivery

4

Information is not sufficiently robust
to enable the accurate calculation
of provisions for Continuing
Healthcare restitution cases for
inclusion in PCTlevel accounts

4F&PC

14MMC

3

Potential for increased activity (and
associated cost) of attendance at
A&E, depending on the decision by
NHS E in relation to
Eldercare/Sherdley.
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Initial Risk
Rating
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A&D

C

A&D

C

D

C
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C

A&E

A&D

A&D

A&D

A&D

Org Goal

Identified Controls in Place

The key risks relate to projected income grow th associated w ith
casemix (1m), w aiting lists/RTT costs (£0.7m) and generic grow th
(£1.9m) in excess of levels of activity and income agreed in the
contract plan for 2013-14. These areas w ill be monitored through
the contract management process for the Trust facilitated by
CMCSU.

QIPP plan w ith monthly monitoring at Medicines Management team
meetings and quarterly reporting via MMC.

None as a DH decision as the Area Team commission pharmacy
services

Trust report against CQUIN indicator, member practice reporting

Clinical Lead in place

Chief Nurse

Associate
Director/Corpor
ate
Governance

Deputy Chief
Finance Officer
/Interim director
of
Operations/Dep
uty CEO

Head of
Finance and
Performance

Head of Primary
Care

Head of Primary
Care

Chief Financial
Officer

Chief Financial
Officer

Management through Clinical Quality and Performance Group and
Contract Management Escalation to NHS England, 2013/14 CQUIN,
2013/14 Quality Schedule. Know sley Risk Summit, MonthlyCQUIN
meetings, action plan in place and being closely monitored by the
Task and Finish Group. Processes and procedures review ed and
strengthened: has been supported by staff training

1. Regular staff communications
2. The Deputy CEO has secured office accommodation including a
deidcated 'hot desk' office at The Chamber of all staff but primarily
for the use of SMT memebrs

IPSE reinstated

The finance team are review ing current charges how ever it is not
possible to access reliable intelligence in relation to charges for the
second half of the financial year.

SLA w ith NWSCU

Included full service review in 12/13 Commissioning Plan.

Ledger and budgetary control systems in place, including monthly
reporting. Financial policies and procedures in place and approved
by Audit Committee. Clear system of delegated financial limits.
Internal and external audit in place. Financial Strategy and Annual
Budget in place.

Financial risks is very low based on PCT experience therefore no
action being taken to put in place new or additional local controls.

Head of Primary CCG have advised NHS E of concerns re dispersal of the list and
Care
the potential hidden health problems

Head of
Medicines
Management

Head of
Medicines
Management

Head of Primary
Care

Tw o LES in place

QIPP delivery governance arrangements in place.
GB monitoring of delivery

Head of
Finance and
Performance

Head of
Medicines
Management

Arranging a meeting w ith John Hussey (LAT Medical Director) to
discuss recommendation for him to take over the role until 31.3.13
w ith operational support from the CCG teams

CSU - Restitution claims w ork programme in place.
Reserve in place w ithin the 2% recurrent headroom for any
additional costs above the inherited CCG provision.

Head of
Medicines
Management

Head of
Finance and
Performance

Head of Primary
CCG Facilitating meetings betw een NHS E and Aspect Health.
Care

Head of
Finance and
Performance
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Lead
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Governing Body approval of any further allocation reduction
requests required.
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NHSE are taking legal advice regarding
termination of the Contract. Monitoring of the Practice by NHSE and
St Helens CCG. The Practice have applied for CQC registration.
CCG's Governing Body have been informed.
Transition plan in place for the transfer of patients

Risk managed through CQ&A Committee Merseyside Health Visiting
Strategic Assurance Board. NHS England has halted transfers
betw een providers until safe transition process in place.
Report and assurance provided by the Director of Public Health to
the Chief Nurse and the CCG Governing Body.
Reports submitted to the CQ&A

Contract sign off has been delayed due to
protracted negotiations and the national issues with the
tariff.

Contracts with key providers including Bridgewater and
St Helens & Knowsley Trust not yet signed with
mediation a possibility on both contracts
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To be review ed at

At the start of 2015-16 the Trust remain on enhanced surveillance w ith NHSE but their progress
w ith internal governance has been recognised. NHS St helens CCG have requested a thematic
review of all incidents in St Helens related to the Trust and this is being led by the Medical Director
at 5 Borough.
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has
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have
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Q1

Q1

Q1
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Q1

Removed

This risk is outside of the control of the CCG being a national
issue. The CCG can only quantify the impact at this stage
and proceed w ith contract preparations as far as possible
w ithin the guidance that does exist. As this is a national
issue that w ould cause significant pressure for
commissioners across the system it is envisaged that in the
event that the tariff is not accepted by 1 April a
compensating adjustment w ould have to apply, this is
reflected in the likelihood score.

This risk is outside of the control of the CCG being a national
issue. The CCG can only quantify the impact at this stage
and proceed w ith contract preparations as far as possible
w ithin the guidance that does exist. As this is a national
issue that w ould cause significant pressure for
commissioners across the system it is envisaged that in the
event that the tariff is not accepted by 1 April a
compensating adjustment w ould have to apply, this is
reflected in the likelihood score.

Progress against action Plan

Sep-15

1. To ensure core CCG team meetings are carried out
across the tw o sites in alternate locations so that all CCG
staff are aw are and contribute to the success of cross
site w orking.
2. Assurance to be sought on the
availability/communication channels of staff and senior
team members across the organisation. Each senior
member (8b and above) from all functions w ill be required
to meet on a regular basis and on a 1-1 basis w ere
possible

Future agenda and w ork programme to be agreed

Review Information Governance requirements to support
General Practice engagement. Systematic engagement
w ith all General Practices. Formal negotiation w ith
NWCSU to deliver risk stratification tool

Keep Finance capacity under review .

Aw ait changes to guidance to permit reintroduction of
invoice validation process. Consider controlled
environment for finance w ithin shared service hosted by
NHS Know sley

CCG cannot change any contractual decisions made by
NHS E.

Additional QIPP targets to be identified and current
Medicines Optimisation Strategy to be review ed and
refreshed

Area Team to be approached to recall CD/fraud
investigation prescriptions

Review of current system agreement to temporarily
cease process. Development of appropriate clinical data
set

Need to review existing LES. Annual reports to be
requested from practices and results collated. New
clinical lead to be established from 1st November w ith
clear roles and responsibilities defined. Paper to CQAC
October 2013 w ith launch of new LCS November 2013.

Delivery of QIPP scheme implementation

Confirmation that CDAO is the responsibility of the AT.
Communication to go out to contractors, providers etc
regarding this and an e-mail address to support
concerns. Still need clarity re resources allocated to
support this role and the role of the CCGs.

Monitoring of the Restitution payments process

At the July QSG held by NHSE there w ill be a thematic
review of mental health including 5 Boroughs. The Trust
review of incidents w ill inform the CCGs assessment of risk.
The Chief Nurse has reviw ed this risk and porposes
removal of risk as this is a strategic level risk that w ill be
review ed int eh context of the GBAF. Actual risks
associated w ith 5BP have been added as new onto the
register for approval.

Existing communications systems should ensure continuity of
information sharing across teams.
Cross site flexible w orking to ensure staff w ork flexibly
across sites w ho have permanent base at the Chamber to
ensure visibility of full team across both sites (as above).
Taken place how ever delay in transfer is expected: plan in
place.
Technical w ork is underw ay. NHS Property Service are
managing lease arrangements and liaising w ith the District
Valuer. Final move date w ill be confirme
Q1: Indepdenent evaluation requested by Regional Office.
Outcome expected w /c 8/6. Potential further delay to move
date as a result of delayed refurb pending decision.
The CCG staff relocation took place w /c 13th July 2015.
There are no active communications issues to be addressed
and robust plans are in place to ensure effective
communications are maintained. It is recommended this risk
is removed. Any significant communications issues w ill be
logged on the register in the future should they arise.

IPSG meetings reinstated. Meeting held, w ith full years
meetings now scheduled. Will meet on a bimonthly basis.
The group met in February 2015. It w ould be prudent to
consider future agenda and w ork programmes for the
meeting and communicate to all CCG staff

Risk for 2013/14 removed as NHSE Property invoicing in line
w ith CCG budget. Issues around void space could be a risk
in future years. Therefore remain on register.

Implementation of alternative risk scoring introduced (High
Impact Users)

a. ROTA action plan has been presented to CCG Exec
Governance Committee (Commissioning) in October 2013.
b. Several meetings have taken place betw een CCG and
ROTA to assure CCG that identified areas of concern are
being addressed.
c. CQC inspection has only identified one minor action
regarding Adult Safeguarding training for completion. 04/12
update - Meetings continuing w ith Rota. Formal meetings to
agree contract for 4 practices scheduled. Still w aiting for
SLA betw een practices and rota to be agreed. ROTA
w orking w ith CCG to formalise contracts for all services
provided and establishing KPIs and financial baselines.
ROTA have shared cash flow forecasts and provided
financial assurance as requested by Head of Contracts.
Formal Contract meetings taking place. SLA betw een
practices and ROTA has been agreed at their Committee and
is being rolled out to practices. - June 14 update: New
contract in place and monitored monthly. Contract is fully
implemented and monitored and is delivering against the set
KPI and outcomes.

Internal Audit review of combined financial systems has
concluded w ith a significant assurance opinion for the CCG
in respect of its key financial systems, budgetary control and
treasury management

Additional areas identified need to be w orked up. Discussion
at members forum regarding practice ow nership in October.

Area Team have been approached and w ill recall CD
prescriptions if requested to do so. No further progress to
report.

Revised CQUIN, Information on management of data shared
w ith General Practices, CCG w orking w ith StH&K Trust to
improve data quality.

Annual reports from Practices requested for return 3rd June
2013 - All received and analysed. Proposed new service
spec approved at CQAC October - need to ascertain
haematologist support. Cost neutral so F&P approval not
needed. To be circulated to LMC for consultation.

Communication to go out w /c 15/4/13. Review meeting set up
w ith Assistant MD w /c 22/4/13. Ongoing review s planned
and first Local Intelligence Netw ork (LIN) to be arranged after
national guidance received September/October 2013. Still
w aiting for national guidance.

CSU w ork plan commenced to clear cases.

Independent review of service to be undertaken

Efforts have concentrated on NEL overperformance
how ever the CCG is now able to dedicate more capacity to
elective activity w ith w ork ongoing in relation to consultant to
consultant referrals for example and referral benchmarking.
Being managed via F&P Committee.

Agreement has been made betw een CFO of the CCG and
Response to NWSCT funding transfer request to go to GB NWSCT that a recurrent payment of £300k w ill be paid over
in May 2014.
to NWSCT. The CCG has set aside £500k reserves for this
risk

Additional controls required

Ongoing

tbc

ongoing

Suggest rem ove from the riks register
as no further action to be taken.

Training sessions commenced for new staff
in March 2014 and for existing staff providing
the service in April & May 2014. Updated
Clinical service spec has been sent out to
practices as part of the NHS contract in
March for implementation from 1st April 2014.
Paper submitted to F & P in March re all
enhanced services as per PCC advice to
agree on a single action tender. Discussions
re interface issues taken place w ith a view
to improving communication post-discharge.
Practices now have access to secondary
care INR results via ICE. Risk m itigated as
m uch as possible suggest rem ove
from risk register?

CDAO for Merseyside now appointed,
discussed St Helens issues w ith her
and LIN planned for Septem ber.
Rem ove from risk register?

Latest guidance from DH is that CCGs w ill
inherit restitution provisions from PCTs in
2014-15. This is a cost pressure for the CCG
as provisions w ill be shared according to
national formulae, cost pressure circa £0.5m.

The proposed changes to the national tariff
system for 2015-16 have been vetoed by
providers and w ill be delayed w hilst the
matter is considered by NHSE and may result
in referral to the Competition and Markets
Authority. Essentially Monitor had planned to
reflect an efficiency requirement of -3.8%
w ithin the tariff w hich, allow ing for provider
inflation, led to a net anticipated tariff deflator
of -1.9%. Whilst the matter is resolved
commissioners and providers are expected
to continue to plan for 2015-16 on the basis
of the current (2014-15) tariff. Clearly this
w ould leave commissioners w ith a significant
cost pressure and so to ensure that the
overall NHS finances balance equivalent
reductions to CQIN and other supplementary
payments are being considered but are not
definite. The risk to the CCG is that the tariff
deflator is not applied to prices w hich w ould
lead to a cost pressure of circa £3.65 million
for St Helens CCG if not offset by other
expenditure adjustments. There is also the
risk of delays in signing off contracts as the
NHS standard contract has been delayed. If
CQUIN monies are used to balance the
pressure there is a risk that quality schemes
agreed w ith providers w ill not proceed.

The proposed changes to the national tariff
system for 2015-16 have been vetoed by
providers and w ill be delayed w hilst the
matter is considered by NHSE and may result
in referral to the Competition and Markets
Authority. Essentially Monitor had planned to
reflect an efficiency requirement of -3.8%
w ithin the tariff w hich, allow ing for provider
inflation, led to a net anticipated tariff deflator
of -1.9%. Whilst the matter is resolved
commissioners and providers are expected
to continue to plan for 2015-16 on the basis
of the current (2014-15) tariff. Clearly this
w ould leave commissioners w ith a significant
cost pressure and so to ensure that the
overall NHS finances balance equivalent
reductions to CQIN and other supplementary
payments are being considered but are not
definite. The risk to the CCG is that the tariff
deflator is not applied to prices w hich w ould
lead to a cost pressure of circa £3.65 million
for St Helens CCG if not offset by other
expenditure adjustments. There is also the
risk of delays in signing off contracts as the
NHS standard contract has been delayed. If
CQUIN monies are used to balance the
pressure there is a risk that quality schemes
agreed w ith providers w ill not proceed.

Com m ents

Ensuring:
• The availability/accessibility of Senior
Managers and/or Assistant/Associate
Directors of services at either the Chamber or
the Gamble Building
• consistent communications are maintained
across sites
The move has been subject to DV evaluation
and regional office approval w hich has cause
unforeseen delay.

IPSG reinstated. Risk removed.

Risk not applicable for 2014/15

Lead proposed removal of risk as 2013/14
w ork stream. Agreed removal at October
2014 Exec Risk & Ass Comm

Q2+1 (October) 2014: Lead proposes risk
is rem oved. Rationale being that contract
is fully im plem ented and m onitored and
is delivering against the set KPI and
outcom e. Risk reduced as a result.

Q2: Lead proposed removal of risk as
2013/14 w ork stream and formal contract in
place (ROTA). Oct 2014 Exec said that risk
should remain for the time being.

Lead has proposed risk is removed. The risk is
around poor budgetary control and poor
planning. The financial services provided
through the shared finance team hosted by
NHS Know sley CCG have been established
since April-13. The team includes experienced
finance professionals and has so far delivered
against all deadlines imposed by NHS England
w ith regard to planning returns, monthly
financial performance or annual accounts
submissions. Mersey Internal Audit Agency
are proposing high assurance w ith regard to
budgetary control as part of their review of
14/15 financial systems and controls.
Exec agreed removal March 2015

Interim F&P meetings held in betw een formal
F&P Committee meetings to maintain oversight.

Exec agreed removal March 2015

Lead has proposed risk is removed. The
rationale for the 35F&PC validation of NCA
invoice is that the shared finance team do
request supporting information to verify that
the patients being charged are registered w ith
St Helens GP practices. The risk is considered
immaterial and managed to an acceptable level.

Finance Team able to validate NCA charges
related to St Helens registered patients,
how ever further validation is problematic due
to national rules.

Sarah Johnson proposed removal of risk in
June 2014.

Risk revised for 14/15 and replaced w ith
52MMC

Agreed removal at 21/8/14 SMT. Agreed no
further action and subject to on-going
performance monitoring. Removed from
Septembers RR.

Lead proposed removal of risk as 2013/14
w ork stream. Agreed removal at October
2014 Exec Risk & Ass Comm

Agreed removal at 21/8/14 SMT. Agreed no
further action and subject to on-going
performance monitoring. Removed from
Septembers RR.

Note: resubmitted for removal as explicit
confirmation not received from 21/8 SMT.
Confirmation received that confirmed at
September SMT.

Appointment made. Agreed by Interim Lead
Nurse for removal.

Suggested for removal 15/4/14

Duplicates 9F&PC above suggest is removed
from the risk register

Exec Risk and Assurance confirmed removal
on 18/11/14

Agreement made. No longer a risk for 14/15.
Risk score reflects cost to CCG in 2014-15.
Lead proposed risk is removed.

SMT 19/2/15 agree risks 61, 62 and 63 be
presented as one overall risk.

SMT 19/2/15 agree risks 61, 62 and 63 be
presented as one overall risk.

Notes

Jul-15

Jul-15

e-m ail
from Paul
B 12/5/14

Oct-14

Nov-14

Mar-15

Mar-15

See Sarah
J em ail
12/06/14

See
Margaret G
e-m ail
12/05/14

Sep-14

Oct-14

Sep-14

e-m ail
from Paul
B 12/5/14

Sep-14

e-m ail
from Paul
B 12/5/14

See 15/4/14
CRR
update

e-m ail
from Julie
A 07/04/15

Nov-14

Mar-15

Mar-15

Rem oved
from
update…
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4
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3

Failure to ensure safe systems in
order to safeguard population in
receipt of care

ADHD prescribing transferred to
GPs from Alder Hey w ithout
transfer of associated costs w ill
put additional pressure on the
prescribing budget.

ADHD prescribing transferred to
GPs from Alder Hey w ithout
transfer of associated costs w ill
put additional pressure on the
prescribing budget.

Alder Hey are proposing to
transfer ADHD prescribing to
GPs from 1st January 2015.
There is currently no agreed
shared care protocol in place
and until this formal process
is agreed this would be
clinically unsafe.

Formal notice to be given to Alder
Hey on the Community Paediatrics;
intention to re-procure from 1st
October 2014 (has not happened
yet - 13/10/14) and in doing so seek
to release circa £0.2m from this
contract.

60F&PC

60F&PC

3

2

4

The Better Care Fund for St Helens
w as approved at the Health and
Wellbeing Board in September 2014
and has its ow n detailed risk
register. The key financial risk is
that the planned reductions in non
elective activity do not occur or do
not release cashable savings due
to increased complexity/case mix
costs and therefore the planned
investment in community/out of
hospital services cannot be fully
achieved

Failure to commission (manage) and
contract in a robust manner in order
to prevent harm for patients in St
Helens and Know sley NHS Trust

Reduced capacity in CCG hosted
safeguarding service because of
staff sickness and vacancies. This
results in reduced activity in St
Helens from Designated Nurse for
Adults and Childrens Safeguarding,
w hich may leave CCG and Borough
unable to meet statutory
safeguarding responsibilities

55F&PC

84CQAC

1CQAC

3

3

3

4

Financial allocation related to
primary care delegated
commissioning may not reflect
actual cost to the CCG, leading to
additional cost pressures.

Failure to manage primary care
delegated commissioning due to
capacity w ithin existing CCG
resources and uncertainty
regarding resource transferring
from NHSE terms of management
Support

Over performance against 2015/16
secondary care contracts leads to
financial pressures

The CCG has to pick up void costs
on unused LIFT premises

3

65F&PC/
(81PCDMC)

76PCDMC

77F&PC

50F&PC

CONSOLIDATE
D
The 15/16 QIPP target is not
64F&PC &
deliverable, either because the CCG
QIPP
cannot identify and deliver the
(Rem ove and
programmes to make the required
savings, or that the QIPP target is
replace w ith
unrealistic and unobtainable.
new risk)see Sheila
(This risk is a consolidated
Lynch/Adam proposed at sum m ary of 66QIPP, 64QIPP and
67 QIPP)
Exec Risk on
28th Jan 16

74F&PC
(QIPP 05)

56CQAC

59MMC

21CQAC

3

3

Failure to commission and contract
in a robust manner in order to
prevent harm for patients in receipt
of care from Bridgew ater
Community Trust

44CQAC

In seeking to make cashable QIPP
savings there is an unintended
consequence that this w ill impact
adversely on provider income and
potential sustainability

4

Failure to commission effectively in
order to prevent the population of St
Helens developing Healthcare
Acquired Infections, w ith resultant
failure to achieve CCG HCAI rates.

8CQAC

3

4

5

3

5

4

2

5

3

3

3

1

1

4

4

3

11 Sep 14

8
Apr-14

15
Sept 14

9
Feb 15

May-15

Apri 15

8
Apr-14

June-15

June-15

9
Sept 14

12
Nov 14

4
Nov 14

4
Nov 14

8
Apr-14

12
Apr-14

12
Apr-14

A &D

A&D

C

C

C

C

Statutory
Financial
Duty

System
Sustainaility

A&E

D, E & G

D&E

D&E

A&D

A&D

A&D

4

Commissioning of designated nurse role to meet statutory
functions. Monitoring of actions follow ing serious case review s
and Ofsted/CQC inspection through Clinical Quality and Approvals
Committee. Implementation of St Helens Safeguarding policies
across all providers
Completed review of current arrangements for hosted adult
services and how w orking w ith Local Authority.
New approved Memorandums of Understanding: includes new
KPI's.

Alder Hey currently fund the cost of ADHD prescribing by their
Paediatric Consultants.
Contract meetings

Alder Hey currently fund the cost of ADHD prescribing by their
Paediatric Consultants.
Contract meetings

Chief Nurse

Assistant
Director:
Medicines
Management
and Deputy
Chief Finance
Officer

Assistant
Director:
Medicines
Management
and Deputy
Chief Finance
Officer

- Secondary care contract w ith Alder Hey.

Chief Nurse

Clinical
Accountable
Officer
(Chief Nurse)

Deputy Chief
Executive /
Interim Director
of Operations,
Deputy CEO &
Associate
Director
Strategy &
Adults
Integrated
Commissioning

Deputy Chief
Executive

Deputy Chief
Executive

Deputy Chief
Executive

Chief Finance
Officer

Deputy Chief
Finance
Officer/Interim
Director of
Operations/Dep
uty CEO

Service is managed by Halton CCG and their Chief Nurse provides
regular updates. Staff risks assess meetings and service
demands and resources are allocated on a priority basis.

9

2

Management through Clinical Quality and Performance Group,
Contract Management, Escalation to NHS England, 2013/14 CQUIN,
2013/14 Quality Schedule.
Recovery Plan in place and presented to CQA in December.
Robust processes in place and being monitored.

Chief Nurse attends monthly hosted safeguarding service steering
group w here a regular update on staffing issues is received.

12
9

4
1

4

10
1

4
1

n/a

n/a

N/A

N/A

6

Identification of ring fenced resource w ithin BCF offers the CCG
some risk mitigation should non elective costs not reduce as
planned (£1.4m) how ever this w ill detract from investment in out of
hospital/community services in 2015-16 and beyond and so does
not fully mitigate the risk as described.
A challenge w ith the BCF is making sure that it is sustainable going
forw ard. To help w ith this, 5 bids have been submitted to the
NHSE's Local Integration Support Fund to help secure the future of
BCF schemes. A decision is expected on 18.11.15.

1. Governance arrangements in place and approved by NHSE.
(Note: these are under review follow ing meeting of Primary Care
Committee held on 21.5.15) to oversee both.
2. Liaision w ith NHSE underw ay to securre appropriate level of
support.
3. MIAA?

Settlement deal agreed at STH&KHT has significant favourable
impact on over performance.

Regular informal contact w ith main Trust (StHK) regarding
operational delivery.
Contract performance review processes e.g. CRM, FARG.
Review of contract levers and penalties to mitigate risks . Activity
monitoring processes.

Financial policies and procedures.
Working papers on premises costs in the time of the PCT.

The CCG has engaged w ith key providers in relation to its financial
plans including QIPP. Exec level team meetings regularly progress
system issues and including QIPP/CIP plans.

CCG has engaged w ith key providers in relation to its financial
Deputy Chief
plans including QIPP. Exec level team meetings regularly progress
Finance
system issues and including QIPP/CIP plans.
Officer/Interim
Director of
SMT w ill be w orking on a plan to maximise savings (including
Operations/Dep
potentially de-commissioning services) in order to deliver the QIPP
uty CEO
target.

Director of
Operations

Assistant
Director
Medicines
Management

ADHD prescribing is currently undertaken by the Paediatric
consultants at Alder Hey.
Being monitored via Quality and Contract meetings

12

Management through Clinical Quality and Performance Group and
Contract Management, escalation to NHS England, 2013/14 CQUIN,
2013/14 Quality Schedule
Monthly Contract Review Meetings.
Improvement Visit process
Ongoing high level review and scrutiny by Bridgew ater CPG and
CCG Safety Group

Chief Nurse

6

9

Chief Nurse

-Contract Management for St Helens & Know sley NHS Trust
- Collaborative w ork w ith St Helens LA Public Health Department
- Medicines Management led w orking group to examine antibiotic
prescribing
- Monitoring through HCAI database
- Inclusion of best practice w ith all contracts

n/a

n/a
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N/A
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9

3

1

3

2
1

2

5
1

2
1

15

9

9

N/A

6
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9

3
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4
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6
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9
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6

6
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9

15

9

9

12

6

6

4
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Risk
associ
ated
w ith
the
cost of
estates
and
void
costs
being
greater
than
the
CCG
allocati
on for
estates
. A
meetin
g w as
Overpe
rforma
nce of
£450k
has
been
reporte
d at St
Helens
&
Know s
ley
Trust
primaril
y in
relation
to NonElectiv
e
Admiss
ions
and
Outpatient
follow ups.
Althou
gh
there is
The
CCG
has
appoint
ed an
experie
nced
interim
senior
primary
care
consult
ant.
Additio
A
midMersey
cocommis
sioning
operati
onal
group
has
been
set up
to
review
cocommis
sioning
finance
and
estates
.

25

6

6

12
1

8
1

8

2

4

3

Chief
Nurse
took a
risk
benefit
s
paper
to SMT
outlinin
Chief
ga
Nurse
possibl
to meet
e
regulalr
alternat
y w ith
ive
design
apppro
ated
ach. It
nurses
w as
and
agreed
monitor
that the
capacit
Chief
y
nurse
w ould
estalis
h any
tupee
implicat
ions of
pulling
out

None

IPSG to
overse
e
progre
ss w ith
BCF
schem
es
w hich
are
manag
ed via
a
progra
mme
manag
ement
approa
ch so
w ill be
clarity
w here
schem
es are
over/u
nder
deliveri
ng and
correct
ive
action
can be
taken.

Further
due
diligenc
e
around
the
financi
al
transfe
r
includin
g
reques
ting a
refresh
of the
NHSE
calcula
tions
based It is
on
unders
more
tood
current that the
informa NHSE
tion,
have
reques update
ting
d the
actual
notiona

Practic
e
packs
develo
ped to
bench
mark
referral
s/acviti
ty. Readmissi
ons
audit
under
w ay.
Routine
contra
ct
reporti
ng to
F&PC
by
excepti
on.
Informa
tion
sub
group
w ork
Interim
fulltime
suppor
t is
require
d from
experie
nced
Primary
Care
Manag
er to
ovrsee
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Relatio
nships
establi
shed
w ith
Medical
Directo
r and
Directo
r of
Nursin
g.
Health
system
review

Early
indicati
ons
from
the
Trust
are
that the
CCG is
over
perfor
ming in
relation
to both
NEL
and
some
areas
of EL
activity
at
Month
2.
Busine
ss
intellige
nce
reques
ted

2

3
1

3
1

3
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►

▼

►

Medicines Management Team fully integrated into HCA1 management and surveillance w ork plan.
Have established a 3 Borough Infection Control meeting. In 2015-16 CG need to w ork more closely
w ith STHK regarding process for Cdiff appeals.

Dec-15

5

6

6
2

12
1

8
1

Apr-16

Sep-15

Ongoing
monthly

Dec-15

Monthly
through
Primary
Care Ops
and Quality
Committee

Ongoing
monthly

8

None

The risk score has been reduced follow ing assurance at January 2016 Quality Committee that
team posts are now full and assurances received in annual report. How ever, the CCG w ill still
debate the risks benefits of in-housing services.
A decision w as made at Quality Committee in February to w ithdraw from hosted service and
notice has been given.

In addition the grow ing pressure on the cost and volume of out of area mental health cases that sit
outside of the pooled budget has continued. As a result of the increased pressure, the risk score
has been increased

Tow ards end of 2014-15 there have been issues w ith responsiveness and timeliness of reporting
from the Trust that w ill need monitoring through CQPG and CRB.

The BCF Plan for 16/17 has been developed in collaboration w ith the Local Authority. It is
proposed that this risk is removed.

During 15/16 the BCF did not help to reduce non-elective admissions by 1.4 million, therefore the
funding w as effectively invested in over performance at St Helens & Know sley Hospitals Trust.

The CCG delivered a £387k surplus against co-commissioning budget for 2015/16, so it is
recommended that this risk is now removed.

As at Month 11, according to financial information provided ny NHSE the forecast variance against
delegated co-commissioning budgets show s an improved position of £407K underspent, hence the
minor reduction in the risk score.

.

The primary care accountant has commenced in post and w ill provide specific primary care
expertise to the CCG.

At month 7 the CCG is reporting a minor year-to-date overspend and forecasting a year end
pressure of £48k on co-commissioning budgets. As a result, the risk rating has been reduced.

As at Month 5, the CCG continues to forecast a break even position on co-commissioning.
Although the CCG has identified risk areas, there are no know n issues that w ould cause the CCG
to deliver a deficit at this stage.

The Chief Finance Officer attended the STHK contract setting meeting w ith the trust's Director of
Finance on 6th March. The CCG made the position clear that a plan incorporating the levels of
grow th the trust are seeking w ould be clearly unaffordable and could not be agreed.

The CCG has applied for delegated commissioning of GP Primary Care from 1 April 2015. The
indicative allocation for the CCG is £25.9 m. The CCG needs to carry out due diligence around all
aspects of the transfer. In relation to the financial transfer it is apparent that there is some
apportionment of the allocation (£1.8m) w hich may not reflect the actual cost to the CCG. There is
also a risk that the estates element of any transfer may be insufficient as it is know that overall for
Mersey there is a shortfall of £6m currently.

As at month 11, according to financial information provided by NHSE, the forecast variance against
delegated co-commissioning budgets show s an improved position of £407K underspent, hence the
minor reduction in the risk score.
It is proposed that this risk be removed from the register.

The primary care accountant has commenced in post and w ill provide specific primary care
expertise to the CCG.

It is proposed that this risk be removed for 2015/16 and replaced by a new risk in relation to
2016/17.

The Chief Finance Officer has successfully negotiated a year end settlement deal w ith STHKT.
Net over performance across all acute providers is now expected to be below £500K as a result.

The CCG w ill shortly need to determine w hether it w ishes to enter into a settlement agreement
w ith key acute providers to provide financial stability and eliminate further risk.

The CCG is forecasting over performance of up to £m based on month 8 PbR information. The
elective referral deferral scheme is aimed at constraining activity w ithin the final quarter, how ever,
indicatively, the December results appear to indicate a very disappointing number of deferrals
w hich w ould be unlikely to have the required effect on over performance.

The issue of estates funding across the local economy has now been resolved and budgets have
been distributed appropriately to commissioners and providers in order to pay for the property they
each occupy. It is recommended that this risk is closed.

The CFO is currently w orking w ith providers CHP and NHS Property Services to fully understand
the estates costs for 15/16 and beyond.

The CFO is currently leading an estates review in conjunction w ith Bridgew ater FT and NHS
Property Services. The CFO has been challenged to deliver £250k QIPP savings in relation to
estates, how ever it is not clear if this may be achieved in 15/16.

5

►

▼

▼

▼

►

Hosted team still recruiting to post. KPIs agreed across Merseyside. Steering Group w ill monitor
performance of hosted service.

For 201516 the CCG
have
moved to a
borough
Pressure ulcer action plan has been added as a standing agenda item to CQPG as has regular
based
updates on New ton Hospital to ensure issues raised in 2014-15 are continuing to be addressed.
contract
CCG and the Trust have agreed to w ork together on the re-design of both Community Nursing and
w ith the
New ton/Intermediate Care, w hich w ill further enhance commissioning arrangements w ith the
Trust
Trust.
w hich w ill
facilitate
Falls and pressure ulcers now monitored through CQPG. A Strategy Group has been established
more
to oversee 2 pieces of w ork relating to community nursing and intermediate care and Borough
robust
based Review Board and CQPGhave met.
monitoring
and
reassuran
ce.

Need to
w ork w ith
NHSE to
establish
the agreed
merseysid
e forum for
sharing
learning.
Community
and Acute
iPCT
nurses
need to
w ork more
closely.

25

.

a.
Form
ally
notif
y
provi
der.
b.
Secu
re
redu
ction
(appr
ox.
£0.2
millio
n).
c. Reproc
ure
servi
ce
w ith
new
servi
ce
speci
ficati
on

Clarit
y
need
ed
on
the
cost
s
invol
ved
and
confi
rmati
on
on
the
trans
fer
of
fund
s
inclu
Clarit
y
need
ed
on
the
cost
s
invol
ved
and
confi
rmati
on
on
the
trans
fer
of
fund
s
inclu
1.
Brea
kdo
wn
of
servi
ce
user
s
requi
red
for
St
Hele
ns
CCG
inclu
ding:
o
Total
numb
er of
childr
en
using
the
servi
ce
o
Drug
s
pres
cribe
d

►

The
majority
of
contract
s have
been
agreed if
not yet
formally
signed.
The
agreed

1.
Breakdo
w n w as
first
requeste
d from
Alder
Hey in
June
2014.
They
have
respond
ed that
the
informati
on is
difficult
to
collate.
They
have so
far been
unable to
provide
any
informati
on or
any
timeline
on w hen
the
informati
Itoniscan
an
opportun
ity to
review /r
edesign
to
ensure
the best
outcome
s for
patients,
w ithin
the
current
cost
envelope
.
Contribut
ing
factors:
- No
contract
in place
at
present
therefor
e no
notice
period
- No
service
specifica
tion and
associat
The
Communi
ty
Paediatri
cs
service
Contract
sign off
has
been
delayed
due to
protracte
d
negotiati
ons and
the
national
issues
w ith the
tariff.

NHS
Property
Services
and
Communi
ty Health
Partners
hips
have
advised
of their
billing
schedule
s w hich
are
w ithin
the
CCG's
propertie
s
budget.

No
informati
on yet
received
on
prescribi
ng
costs.
How eve

Progress
on 1.1.
and 1.2
to be
monitore
d via
contract
meetings
and
financial
position
agreed.

There w ill be a 4 w eek pause proposed to re-prioritise
QIPP schemes and assess the fit w ith the CCG's strategic
intentions and the 5 year Forw ard View .

Initial observations report from QIPP management
consultant w ill be provided for 2nd June QIPP Committee
meeting.

Oct-15

Sep-15

Sep-15

As at month 7 the residual QIPP savings requirement is
£3.3m. As a result of the materialisation of this risk the
CCG has revised its financial forecast to achieve breakeven w ith a supporting recovery plan agreed by the
Governing Body and submitted to NHSE in October.

Follow ing a further £1m in QIPP savings identified in
month 6, the QIPP balance stands at £3.9m

As at month 3, £1m of QIPP savings have been realised
through review of budget requirements, reserve slippage
and fortuitous non-recurrent savings. This leaves the
balance at 5.2m but delivery of the required savings
The QIPP
remains a key financial risk.
target and
savings to
The CCG has achieved a further £100k of savings w ithin
date are being
month 4 due to relinquished reserve balances and
managed
delayed investments. Cumulatively, the CCG has
through the
achieved £1.1m of the QIPP savings requirement as at
QIPP submonth 4 leaving a residual balance of £5.1m
committee
w hich meets
The balance of the residual QIPP target stands at £4.9m
bi-w eekly.
as at Month 5.

Strategic
Framew ork
developed for
implementation
.
To be
review ed at
Clinical
Quality and
Approval
Com m ittee
19/7/13.

Ongoing
dialogue w ith
Trust Director
of Nursing to
support
implementation
of best
practice,
ongoing
monitoring of
incidence.
Public Health
Review of
Cdifficile and
MRSA
incidence
w ithin St
Helens
commenced.
St Helens
Health
Protection
Forum
established to
support
system w ide
approach to
management

Monitoring ongoing of hosted service.
The Chief Nurse has reviw ed this risk and porposes
removal of risk as this is a strategic level risk that w ill be
review ed in the context of the GBAF,

Up to date on plans. Monitoring ongoing.

CCG starting ow n contract. Will include process of meetings
and review s.
St Helens only CRB and CQPG established and in addition, a
Strategy Group w ith lead clinicians has been established to
oversee service re-design w ork.
The Chief Nurse has reviw ed this risk and porposes
removal of risk as this is a strategic level risk that w ill be
review ed in the context of the GBAF, actual safety risks
have been added to the register for approval.

Main provider over trajectory on Cdiff in 2014-16. continue
w ith monthly assurance reports at CQPG.
Existing Team w on tender - ensures continuity of service.
Chief Nurse has met w ith TDA and NHSE lead to review
current systems and processes regarding Cdiff and appeals
and process locally w ill be formalised. Community IPCT
nurses to pilot new RCA document to facilitate better
learning.
The Chief Nurse has reviw ed this risk and porposes
removal of risk as this is a strategic level risk that w ill be
review ed in the context of the GBAF, actual risk in relation to
C difficile have been added onto the register for approval.
.

The Financial recovery plan is expected to
deliver £2.5m in savings w hich w ill make
significant inroads into the residual QIPP gap
As this risk has materialised and the impact is
reflected in the revised financial forecst and
associated recovery plan, it is proposed this
risk is removed from the risk register and a
new risk created in relation to the recovery
plan delivery.

As at month 6, the CCG has a residual
savings gap of £3.9m. There are no further
savings expected to be realised w ithin the
month 7 position. The Financial Recovery
Plan most likely scenario forecasts savings to
year end of £2.5m, therefore the risk remains
a score of 25.

As at month 5,the QIPP target stands at
£4.9m w ith 7 months of the year remaining
and as a result, the likelihood of failure to
deliver the savings has been increased to a
5. The Governing Body are discussing a
robust recovery plan and the CFO is
exploring opportunities w ithin the local NHS
economy for risk sharing arrangements.

CCG commences 2015/16 w ith a QIPP
savings target of £6.2m w hen planning for a
1% surplus.
As at month 3, the CCG has delivered £1m of
QIPP savings, how ever, 3/12th of the
savings required w ould be a figure of £1.5m
As at month 4, the CCG must identify on
average £640k per month of QIPP savings.
Given the scale of the challenge, the fact that
the CCG is behind schedule and the relatively
low confidence that the existing schemes w ill
be cash releasing, the likelihood of this risk
has been increased .
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Rem oved
after approval
@ HR Com m
on 7th Sept

92HR

69HR
rem oved Aug
2016

98PCDMC
rem oved Aug
2016

97PCDMC
rem oved Aug
2016

79PCDMC
rem oved July
2016

80PCDMC
rem oved July
16

83CQAC

88CQAC

96CQAC

3

3

Commissioning Support:
There are due to be 5
vacancies within the
Commissioning Team due to
staff turnover. Additionally,
there is a further one member
of staff on long term sickness
absence. Clearly this has a
significant detrimental impact
on the CCGs ability to deliver
its commissioning plan if not
satisfactorily addressed.

3

Challenge to CCG by any provider
for not advertising a material
change to hours of operation of
existing APMS contract in breach of
Section 72 of The Public Contracts
Regulations 2015.

Failure to maintain consistent level
of operations to support day to day
business functions of the CCG due
to the CSU not meeting LPF status.
Impact may result in increased
w orkloads for CCG staff and gaps
in service provision over the next
12 months, therefore potential
inability to deliver against CCG
objectives and constitutional
requirements

3

5

3

Challenge to CCG by any provider
for not advertising a time exempt
APMS contract contrary to Public
Contracts Regulatons 2015.

Shared Finance service not
currently resourced to manage
primary care payment for 2016/17.
Will not be able to manage
payments w hen transferred from
nHSE on 31.3.16

Risk of legal challenge if due
process is not follow ed w hile
conducting the APMS and PMS
review s. Could affect the
reputation of the CCG

3 Care Homes have been rated as
'Inadequate' by the CQC

3

3

The quality of mental health
services provided by 5BP in St
helens are sub optimal as indicated
by the number of srious incidents in
the last 2 years and the recent CQC
Intelligence Monitoring Report

Inadequate quality of care in 3 St
Helens CCG Care Homes as
indicated by the CQC inspection
process.

3

CCG has served notice on hosted
safeguarding service but if staff
don't TUPE there is a risk of gap in
service cover.

4

4

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

25
Nov 14

12
Feb 15

March 16

March 16

Aug-15

Aug-15

12

11 Sept 14

12

A
(A3)

E

E

D

A&D

A&D

Associate
Director Commissioning

Associate
Director;
Corporate
Governance

Deputy Chief
Executive (tbc)

Deputy Chief
Executive (tbc)

Asst. Director
Medicines
Management/
Deputy Chief
Executive

Asst. Director
Medicines
Management

Chief Nurse

Chief Nurse

Chief Nurse

3. Two further posts havae been opened up for
secondment/short term contract opportunities and will
be addressed imminently.

2. Additionally, we have seconded a Senior Manager to
act as an Associate Director, Strategy & Adults
Integrated Commissioining within the Commissioning
Team effective from early December 2015.

1. The service of an Interim Director with significant
NHS experience has been secured until 31st March
2016.

1. Is a regular item at the CCG Netw ork Meetings
2. CSU Transitional Board established
3. Is a regular item at the SMT
4. CCG Task Group sest up to develop CI Proposal
5. Weekly meetings taking place (Cheshire & Mersey Leads group
including NHSE) during procurement and susbsequent mobilisation
period overseeing process. Reports to CSU Transition Board.
6. Stabilising Group. Stabilising Partner - Midlands & Lancs CSU.
7. Overarching Risk Register montiored by Transistion Board

Interim primry care financial support established

The primary care team are w orking alongside NHSE to ensure due
process is follow ed and realistic timescales are set.

An updated report w ill be brought to the Quality Committee
quarterly.

CQC w ill monitor progress and conduct further review s.

Each care home rated as inadequate. Has an action plan follow ing
the CQC rating and is being monitored and supported in meeting the
actions by the Council IOU team and CCG Quality team w here
appropriate.

5BP remain on enhanced surveillance w ith NHSE. The CCG have
been involved in extra meetings to scrutinse the quality of
services. A thematic review of incidents in St Helens has been
completed and w ill be review ed at St helens Safety Meeting.

1. CCG HR Lead is overseeing TUPE implications.
2. The Chief Nurse has Job Descriptions ready to go to advert if
required.
3. The Chief Nurse to meet w ith NHSE Lead on 8th March to ensure
arrangements for transition are comprehensive.
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►
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▼

4
3

4

3

3

2

3
2

Jointly
Chaire
d Care
Home
meetin
gs
taking
place
betw e
en the
LA and
the
CCG
includin
g all
stakeh
olders
to
monitor
issues
associ
ated
w ith
Care
Homes.
Next
meetin
g to
take

Action
plan
regardi
ng
incidme
t
review
to be
monitir
ed
throug
h
CQPG

8
4

8

9

9

6

6
4

Deput
y
Chief
Nurse
will
work
with
care
home
nurse
s and
identif
y
home
s with
issue
s and
impro
ve
reporti
ng to
QC.

The
themati
c
review
of
inciden
ts w as
discus
sed at
the
Septem
ber
Safety
Meetin
g and
learnin
g
points
noted.
The
action
plan
w ill be
monitor
ed
throug
h 5BP
CQPG.
The
Trust
to
attend
a

Decisio
n made
to
service
notice
on
service
and
bring
inhous
e from
1st
June
2016.

▼

►

►

►

►

►

1. The
Interim
Directo
r of
Commi
ssionin
g is
going
to
continu
e w ith
the
CCG
on 2
days
per
w eek
until
the end
of June
2016 to
implem
ent the
Referr
al
Manag
ement
System
project
and to
provide
overall
leaders
hip at

1.
Mersey
side
prioritie
s
(Busin
ess
Case)
to be
agreed
by
CCG
Netw or
k(agre
ed)
2.
Comple
tion of
risk
assess
ment
and
options
apprais
al by
SMT
(March
).
Comple
ted

Additio
nal
Senior
Primary
Care
resour
ce
needed
to
suppor
t the
contra
ct
review
s.
Proces
s to be
agreed
re PMS
review
s and
to
establi
sh
w ork
undert
aken
by
NHSE.
Option
s
paper
to be
presen
Ongoin
g
laision
w ith
NHSE
regardi
ng
system
s to be
set up
to
ensure
the
CCG
can

CCG/C
SU
EMT
meetin
gs
have
been
establi
shed to
discus
s and
agree
CCG/C
SU
involve
1. The
CCG
has
recruit
ed an
internal
candid
ate to
fill the
Associ
ate
Directo
r of
Commi
ssionin
g role
effecti
ve
from
May
2016.
This
has
create
d a gap
w ithin
the
Govern
ance/C
orporat
e
functio
n

Q1:
4/52
Extensi
on
agreed
w ith
NHSE
for
procur
ement
comme
nceme
nt to
enable
compre
hensiv
e
procur
ement
plannin
g. On
track.
Update
11.8.15
:
Commi
ssionin
g
Suppor
t
procur
ement
w ent
out to
Contra
cts
have
now
been
agreed
and
signed
w ith
MLCSE
.
Formal
'go live'
date on
track
for 1st
March
2016.

Additio
nal
Senior
suppor
t
appoint
ed for
6
months
to
conduc
t the
PMS
review
s.
Proces
s
agreed
and
task
and
finish
group
establi
shed to
meet
every
tw o
w eeks
baselin
e
positio
n
establi
The
shared
finance
team
are in
the
proces
s of
appoint
ing a
primary
care
finance
manag
er.

Sep-16

Jun-16

New staff in post (Deputy Chief Nurse and Designated Nurse for Safeguarding Adults) w ill enable
CCG to have more focus and joint w orking on care home quality.

Still w aiting for CQC Report
New ly appointed Assistant Director w ill attend Quality Committee in
January 2016 to discuss progress and provide assurance.
CQC report published and Trust w ill present to Quality Committee March 2016. Completed March
2016.
Situation w ith this provider is much improved. It is expected that enhanced surveillance w ill be
lifted at QSG in July and if confirmed, this risk should be reduced/removed, as it w ill be monitored
as part of contract monitoring.

Event held
w ith PMS
practices and
all PMS
practices
have been
visited to
discuss
contract
options.
Letters sent to
PMS practices

72(8) A
modification of
a contract or
a framew ork
agreement
during its term
shall be
considered
substantial for

Principles of
Procurement:

Further
assessment is
required to full
appreciate the
scale of the
risk and
required
mitigation plan.
To be
discussed by
Exec Risk and
Assurance on
22nd March
2016

Principles of
Procurement:
18 - (1)
Contracting
Authorities
shall treat
economica
operators
equally and
w ithout
discrimination
and shall act
in a
transparent
and
proportionate
manner.

The shared
finance team
has expertise
around
Financial
Further
assessment is
required to full
appreciate the
scale of the
risk and
required
mitigation plan.
To be
discussed by
Exec Risk and
Assurance on
22nd March
2016.

contract
holder
Monthly
The to
through
appointment
Primary
of a deciated
Care
primare care
Ops
finance
and
manager has
Quality
reduced the
Committe risk
e
considerably.

options and
CCG process
sent. CCG
Chair and
Assistnat
Director Medicines
Management,
to meet w ith
the current
APMS

Monthly terminating
through their current
Primary contract on
31st March
Care
2016 and
Quality additional
& Ops letter
Commit explaining
contract
tee
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Approved By
Primary Care
Decision Making
Committee

INTRODUCTION
1.

In accordance with its statutory powers under section 13Z of the National Health Service
Act 2006 (as amended), NHS England has delegated the exercise of the functions
specified in Schedule 1 to these Terms of Reference to NHS St Helens CCG. Schedule
2 outlines those functions currently reserved for NHS England.

2.

The CCG has established the Primary Care Committee which will function as the
corporate decision making committee for the management of the delegated functions and
the exercise of the delegated powers.
STATUTORY FRAMEWORK

3.

Arrangements made under section 13Z do not affect the liability of NHS England for the
exercise of any of its functions. However, the CCG acknowledges that in exercising its
functions (including those delegated to it), it must comply with the statutory duties set out
in Chapter A2 of the NHS Act and including:

4. The CCG will, in respect of the delegated functions from NHS England, exercise those
set out below:



Duty to have regard to impact on services in certain areas (section 13O);
Duty as respects variation in provision of health services (section 13P).

ROLE OF THE COMMITTEE
5. The Committee is established as a Committee of the CCG in accordance with Schedule
1A of the “NHS Act”.
6. The members acknowledge that the Committee is subject to any directions made by NHS
England or by the Secretary of State.
7. The Committee has been established in accordance with the above statutory provisions
to enable the members to make collective decisions on the review, planning and
PCDMC V2
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a) Management of conflicts of interest (section 14O);
b) Duty to promote the NHS Constitution (section 14P);
c) Duty to exercise its functions effectively, efficiently and economically
(section 14Q);
d) Duty as to improvement in quality of services (section 14R);
e) Duty in relation to quality of primary medical services (section 14S);
f) Duties as to reducing inequalities (section 14T);
g) Duty to promote the involvement of each patient (section 14U);
h) Duty as to patient choice (section 14V);
i) Duty as to promoting integration (section 14Z1);
j) Public involvement and consultation (section 14Z2).

procurement of primary care services as part of the CCG’s statutory commissioning
responsibilities in St Helens under delegated authority from NHS England.
8. In performing its role, the Committee will exercise its management of the functions in
accordance with the agreement entered into between the CCG and NHS England. The
agreement will sit alongside the delegation and terms of reference in accordance with the
CCG constitution.
9. The functions of the Committee are undertaken in the context of a desire to promote
increased co-commissioning to increase quality, efficiency, productivity and value for
money and to remove administrative barriers.
10. The role of the Committee shall be to oversee the functions relating to the commissioning
of primary medical services under section 83 of the NHS Act. This includes the following:


GMS, PMS and APMS contracts (including the design of PMS and APMS
contracts, monitoring of contracts, taking contractual action such as issuing
branch/remedial notices, and removing a contract);
Newly designed enhanced services;
Design of local incentive schemes as an alternative to the Quality Outcomes
Framework (QOF);
Decision making on whether to establish new GP practices in an area; Approving
practice mergers; and
Making decisions on ‘discretionary’ payment (e.g., returner/retainer schemes).






The CCG’s Primary Care Committee will also carry out the following activities:





To plan, including needs assessment, for primary care services in St Helens and
to support planning at scale in the STP for primary care;
To undertake risk reviews of primary care services
To co-ordinate a common approach to the commissioning and delivery of primary
care services ;
To manage the budget for commissioning of primary care services

11. The Committee will ensure the delivery of the CCG’s Primary Care strategy including
implementing the GP Forward View through robust contractual arrangements with
general practices and appropriate developmental support.
12. The Primary Care Quality Operational Group will oversee the contract, quality and
performance management of primary care contracts (General Practice in the first
instance), within St Helens. The Operational Group will report directly to the Primary
Care Committee, carrying out such functions as allocated to it by the Primary Care
Committee.

ADDITIONAL REMIT AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PRIMARY CARE COMMITTEE
13. To review and agree service specifications and contractual proposals for all CCG
commissioned services from primary care providers.
PCDMC V2
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14. To ensure contract proposals achieve health improvement and value for money
15. Ensure that conflicts of interest have been mitigated in line with the CCG Conflict of
Interest Policy.
16. The Committee will ensure and oversee appropriate management of risks in relation to
primary care by receiving assurance via the operational group in relation to risks noted
on the corporate risk register. The Register will be reviewed and managed by the
Operational Group.
MEMBERSHIP
17. The membership shall consist of the following voting members:
o CCG Lay Chair
o Lay Member for Audit, Finance and Governance (Deputy Chair)
o Lay Member for Patient and Public Involvement
o CCG Clinical Chief Executive or Deputy Chief Executive
o Director of People’s Services, St Helens Council or Deputy will be the Director of
Public Health
o Associate Director Primary Care (Chair, Operational Group)
o CCG Chief Nurse
o Chief Finance Officer or Deputy CFO
o Independent Executive Nurse (check with current role holder attendance)
o GP Governing Body Members x4
Non-Voting members:

MEETING AND QUORACY
18. The Committee will operate in accordance with the CCG’s Standing Orders.
19. The secretary to the Committee will be responsible for giving notice of meetings. This
will be accompanied by an agenda and supporting papers and sent to each member no
later than 7 days before the date of the meeting. When the Chair of the Committee
deems it necessary in light of urgent circumstances to call a meeting at short notice, the
notice period shall be such as is specified.
20. Notification of meetings and meeting papers will be published on the CCG website.
21. The Committee will make decisions by consensus; should this not be possible the Chair
may require a revised proposal. Should the Chair determine a vote be necessary, each
voting member of the Committee shall have one vote subject to the Chair’s determination
regarding conflicts of interest. The Committee shall reach decisions by a simple majority
of members present, the Chair having a casting vote.
PCDMC V2
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o Healthwatch nominated representative
o St Helens People’s Board representative
o LMC

22. The Chair shall be the Lay Chair of the CCG; the Deputy Chair will be one of the Lay
Members.
23. The quoracy shall be such that the voting members of the Lay and Executive
representatives are in a majority to the GP membership. The Chair shall ensure that the
quoracy complies with this rule and stand down, if necessary, one or more of the GP
members. At least 50% (7) voting members must be present including 1 Lay Member
(Chair), 1 Executive and 1 GP member.
24. GP members will be required to make a full declaration of interests including any
prejudicial interests prior to each meeting. The Chair shall ensure that GP members act
in accordance with the CCG Conflicts of Interest Policy as to the restrictions placed on
their role in decision-making.
25. The Committee shall be held in public on alternative months to the CCG Governing Body
26. The Chair may resolve to exclude the public from a meeting that is open to the public
(whether during the whole or part of the proceedings) whenever publicity would be
prejudicial to the public interest by reason of the confidential nature of the business to be
transacted or for other special reasons stated in the resolution and arising from the
nature of that business or of the proceedings or for any other reason permitted by the
Public Bodies (Admission to Meetings) Act 1960 as amended or succeeded from time to
time.
27. Member of the Committee have a collective responsibility for the operation of the
Committee. They will participate in discussion, review evidence and provide expert
objective expert input to the best of their knowledge and ability and endeavour to reach a
collective view in the best interests of the CCG’s responsibilities and its patients.
28. The Committee may delegate tasks to such individuals, sub committees or individual
members as it shall see fit, provided that any such delegations are consistent with the
parties relevant governance arrangements, are recorded in a scheme of delegation, are
governed by terms of reference as appropriate and reflect and adhere to arrangements
for managing conflicts of interest.
29. Members of the committee shall respect confidentiality requirements as set out in the
CCG constitution.
30. The Committee will present its minutes to the CCG Governing Body. Minutes will also be
presented to the NHS England Area Team as requested.
31. The committee meeting dates will be communicated well in advance of the meeting date
and the arrangements for public attendance clear and transparent.
DECISIONS
32. The Committee will make decisions within the bounds of its remit.
33. The decisions of the Committee shall be binding on NHS England and the CCG.
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34. The Committee will produce an executive summary report which will be presented to
NHS England local office and the Governing Body of the CCG following each meeting for
information.

PC170111

35. For the avoidance of doubt, in the event of any conflict between the terms of the
Delegation and Terms of Reference and the Standing Orders of Standing Financial
Instructions of any of the members, the Delegation will prevail.

PCDMC V2
Approved : January 2017
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SCHEDULE 1 – DELEGATED FUNCTIONS
A.

Decisions in relation to the commissioning, procurement and management of Primary
Medical Services Contracts, including but not limited to the following activities:

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

decisions in relation to Enhanced Services;
decisions in relation to Local Incentive Schemes (including the design of such
schemes);
decisions in relation to the establishment of new GP practices (including
branch surgeries) and closure of GP practices;
decisions about ‘discretionary’ payments;
decisions about commissioning urgent care (including home visits as
required) for out of area registered patients;

B.

The approval of practice mergers;

C.

Planning primary medical care services in the Area, including carrying out needs
assessments;

D.

Undertaking reviews of primary medical care services in the Area;

E.

Decisions in relation to the management of poorly performing GP practices and including,
without limitation, decisions and liaison with the CQC where the CQC has reported noncompliance with standards (but excluding any decisions in relation to the performers list);

F.

Management of the Delegated Funds in the Area;

G.

Premises Costs Directions functions;

H.

Co-ordinating a common approach to the commissioning of primary care services with
other commissioners in the Area where appropriate; and

I.

Such other ancillary activities as are necessary in order to exercise the Delegated
Functions.

PCDMC V2
Approved : January 2017
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SCHEDULE 2 – RESERVED FUNCTIONS

A. Management of the national performers list;

B. Management of the revalidation and appraisal process;

C. Administration of payments in circumstances where a performer is suspended and
related performers list management activities;

D. Capital Expenditure functions;

E. Section 7A functions under the NHS Act;

F. Functions in relation to complaints management;

G. Decisions in relation to the Prime Minister’s Challenge Fund; and

PC170111

H. Such other ancillary activities that are necessary in order to exercise the Reserved
Functions;

PCDMC V2
Approved : January 2017
Review date: December 2018
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Minutes of Primary Care Quality and Operational Group
Held on Thursday 24th November 2016
Meeting Room 9, St Helens Town Hall
In Attendance:
David McBride (DM) – Associate Director, Primary Care (Chair)
Karen Leverett (KL) - Primary Care Management Lead
Karen Edwardson (KE) – Safety & Primary Care Quality Lead
Paul Brennan (PB) – Primary Care Accountant
Dr Mike Ejuoneatse (ME) - CCG Deputy Chair
Tony Foy (TF) – Lay Member, Audit, Governance & Finance
Dr Joe Banat (JB) – GP Governing Body Member Quality Lead
Colette Walsh (CW) – Head of Public Health Commissioning
Kirk Benyon (KB) – Assistant Contract Manager, NHSE
Apologies:
Sue Humphrey (SH) - Commissioning & Contracts Manager
Rachel Cleal (RC) – Local Authority Senior Assistant Director – Commissioning
Rose Gorman (RG) – Senior Contracts Manager, NHSE
Dr Ivan Camphor (IC) - LMC Representative
Clare O’Toole (COT) – Commissioning & Contracts Manager
Katie Power (KP) - Practice Manager Governing Body Representative
Minute Taker:
Joanne Smith (JS)
1)

Welcome, Introductions, Apologies and Declarations of Interest

DM welcomed everyone to the meeting and apologies were noted.
JB declared an interest in item 4 – Hollybank List Closure Application.
2)

Minutes of Meeting & Matters Arising

On page 2 of the minutes Financial Update, paragraph 6 should read “variability in practice
funding” not that some practices are underfunded.
Matters arising: Please see separate Action Log
3)

Contract Variation Log

KL provided a verbal update to Members on contract variations and highlighted that four
notifications had been received. Three GP’s are due to retire, two on 31/12/16 and one on
02/01/17. Also Hollybank have made an application to vary the boundary again and have
also made a list closure application.
KL agreed to inform CW formally with these changes in order for CW to be updated if they
are losing anyone key to their services.
Action: KL to inform CW of the changes above and any future changes.

4)
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Members noted the verbal update.
Hollybank List Closure Application

1
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KL presented a paper to the group to consider an application from Hollybank Surgery to
close its list for a period of 6 months in conjunction with the Standard Operating Policies and
Procedures for Primary Care – managing closed lists.
KL confirmed that this problem has been ongoing for 12-15 months as Dr Topping is
currently the only GP in the surgery. Hollybank informally requested to close their list 12
months ago but, following a meeting with the CCG an agreement was reached to vary the
boundary instead. Hollybank Surgery is based in Fingerpost Health Centre and shares
premises with Cornerstone Surgery and Park House Surgery who have both agreed to this
list closure.
DMc commented that following a practice visit to Hollybank Surgery he does feel like they
really need this support to get them back on their feet.
CW has agreed to request information regarding future housing projects that are due to
commence around this area to inform nearby practices. CW will bring this back to the next
meeting. The group agreed that this will also be helpful for future sustainability plans.
KL informed members that there is an action plan in place and the CCG will keep in touch
with Hollybank and support them throughout this list closure.
ME commented that there seems to be a variation in how successful people are in recruiting.
The CCG should be actively supporting this practice to find a solution, we need to be going
out to practices and finding solutions.
KB informed members that information relating to Vulnerable Practice Funding requests
have been sent into practices many times and nothing has come back. JB suggested that
the CCG apply as a whole for this funding on behalf of the practices. KB confirmed that they
are looking at centrally funded support for practices. JB asked if the CCG has a risk
stratification model for practices? KB stated that it is difficult to group practices together in
that way. KE stated that the CCG have not developed a risk stratification but have done a
dashboard which is as near as we are going to get to a risk stratification.
TF stated that we need to invest in a resilience model and identify practices that need to put
plans in place for people retiring etc.
DMc approved the list closure application and informed members that we are hoping to
reopen the list prior to the 6 month timescale. There will be a review in 3 months.
Action: CW to bring back any information around future housing plans to the next
meeting.
Members approved the list closure application.
4) Finance Update
PB provided a verbal update to members. Based on month 7 the forecast overspend is
£388k for Primary Care which has worsened by £115k from last month.
This includes
 Rent arrears
 DES that go back to previous year due to a problem with the CQRS system.
 Increase in locum costs.
PB confirmed that Primary Care contributed quite a lot to the QIPP savings at the beginning
of the year and had he been aware of the above this would have been a reduced amount.
Members noted the finance update.
5) Dashboard

2
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KE provided a verbal update to members.
ME suggested that we need to get a good understanding of the context part to put details
into perspective. TF stated that we need a rationale behind decisions to decide what issues
need to be discussed to improve Primary Care.
Members noted the Primary Care Dashboard.
6) GP Forward View
DMc presented a paper to members to update them on the implementation of GP Forward
View in St Helens. A draft plan has been developed and incorporated into the CCG’s draft
operational plan, which is to be submitted to NHSE. The committee is asked to discuss the
direction of travel outlined in the GP Forward View Submission.
DMc informed members that there was a discussion at PLT on 23rd November 2016
regarding federation and he feels this discussion was really positive. DMc stated that the
paper is setting out markers in terms of what we are going to engage next month to present
to NHSE and he asked the group felt that the paper included key areas?
JB confirmed that he supports all aspects of this and that it seems to be moving at a
reasonable pace. ME confirmed that networks are developing and they have strong ideas
about this but overall the majority of practices agree. ME also stated that we need more
clarity around service delivery. The framework itself needs to be clear about the function of
various levels. In terms of the part about federation we need to look at functions we think
will improve resilience of Primary Care. TF informed the group that he had attended an
event in Knowsley and had heard an overview of different forms of federation. He stated
that we need to have a clear open dialogue about pros and cons. The view is the CCG
needs to be helpful around issues regarding governance. Where do provider federations sit
within STP and how the CCG needs to be thinking about this.
JB suggested the CCG facilitate presentations of different models for membership. They
need to know which models are out there before they decide. This needs to be presented in
neutral terms and promote other models for them to decide. KL agreed and suggested that
we need a presentation from someone who is up and running with this and describe what
does and does not work.
JB stated that with regard to STP, different federations may have different views and values,
how will they co-ordinate this? KB agreed to give a wider update as to where things are up
to at the next meeting as he needs to get more information around this. DMc confirmed that
we need more of a framework of how everything will fit together.
Action: KB to update members with regard to STP at the next meeting.
7) NHSE Update
KB provided a verbal update to members. DMc asked if transformation posts for Primary
Care are still happening? KB confirmed that they are still happening and are still supported,
the interviews will take place next week. There will be 3 manager posts (8A) linked to
particular areas and who will be out and about supporting CCG’s and practices. KB
confirmed that in terms of NHSE funding the lead now is Glenn Coleman.

KL provided a verbal update to members. KL stated that they are looking at less people
going out to each visit as she feels this needs to be more practice led. ME commented that
visits need to be more flexible, if the GP is unavailable then speak to the Practice Manager.
Some practices felt that a formal visit was too much. CW suggested that we need to provide
a support role to practices and has a job description drawn up regarding Practice visits that
the LA are planning to use. KL will take this forward. CW would like this adding as a
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8) Member Engagement and Practice Visits

standard agenda item. DMc stated that it is unnecessary for all ELT members to attend
practice visits.
Action: KL will liaise with CW
Action: CW would like this item adding as a standard agenda item.
9) Recovery Plan 17/18 and GP Quality Contract
KL has agreed to put a task and finish group together around what people think does and
does not work regarding GPQC. The group will need clinical input. This will need to go to
members forum in January, then decision making committee, to allow the contract
tocommence in April 2017.
DMc asked members what they would like to see incentivised in practices if it is not
resilience? ME suggested that there are big challenges in the coming months around what
we are doing regarding urgent care. ME would support a differential approach to GPQC. JB
also agrees with a differential contract and agreed that the members forum would be a good
place to discuss this.
CW stated that she is in agreement with linking the dashboard in with GPQC as Public
Health will benefit. She is looking at linking up services and how they would monitor them to
make packages more attractive.
Action: KL to put task and finish group together.
10) Proposed Changes to this Meeting
DMc suggested maybe alternating the agenda and inviting other people to join the group?
DMc suggested adapting part 1 of the meeting so it covers the transformational aspect and
for part 2 we need to get the right people involved.
TF commented that the purpose of this meeting was to screen all discussions prior to
PCDMC. TF suggested populating the agenda well in advance of the meeting and providing
a paper briefing for each item prior to the meeting so there are no long discussions. TF also
commented that this meeting is not structured enough.
11) AOB
None
12) Date and Time of Next Meeting
The date of the next meeting is:The December meeting has been stood down.
Thursday 26th January 2017
13:00 - 15:.00
Meeting Room 10, St Helens Town Hall
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KL to raise issue of remote access with Ian Brown.
Karen Leverett
Update 27th Oct: HIS will not give Docman access as they consider this to
be a security issue. KL informed the group this would pose a risk to
federated working.
KL to feed this back to Julie Ashurst who will be attending future HIS
meetings
Update 24th Nov: There is a problem with HIS holding data on their
server. There is an Estates and Technology funding bid in around remote
access. DMc advised to close this item and bring it back to this meeting
when we have more information.

HIS

AOB

Responsible

24th Nov 2016

27th Oct 2016

3rd November 2016

Katie Power/ Sue McCarthy

Date for Delivery

Action Required

28th July 2016

Karen Leverett

29th Sept 2016

7th July 2016

Date for Delivery

Emily Kruger

Responsible

10th January 2016

Action Required

EK to attend the next PM Forum to highlight the issue of business
continuity
Update 30th June: KL to chase up with EK
Update 28th June: KL to attend the next PM Forum.
Update 29th Sept: Item to be added to PM Forum agenda in November
Update 27th Oct: To be added to January PM Forum
Update 24th Nov: KL will find out where this is up to – Close

NHS 111

26th May 2016

Action Log Primary Care Operational Committee Meetings – Completed Actions

Complete

Completed

Complete

Completed
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Action Required

Paul Brennan

Responsible

KL to inform CW of any GP’s who are due to retire in the future.

Contract Variation Log
Karen Leverertt

Ongoing

Date for Delivery

Responsible

24th Nov 2016

Action Required

24th November 2016

26th January 2016

24th November 2016

Date for Delivery

DM/KL to review current risks and present to the PCQOG on 24th David McBride/ Karen Leverett
November.
Update 24th Nov: DMc will complete this as soon as possible and will
present to the group.

Risk Register

PB to provide a training session to explain budgets to members of Paul Brennan
PCDMC and PCQOG.
Update 24th Nov: PB will have an update on the training session at the
meeting in January 2017 and explain the budget and funding etc.
CW would like to share Public Health services with practices to give a
clearer insight into what is going on at practice level – CW will share this
with PB.

PB to liaise with Adam Vinyard to include all LESs on the spreadsheet

Financial Update

27th Oct 2016

Action Log Primary Care Operational Committee Meetings – Outstanding Actions

Completed

Completed
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Colette Walsh

CW would like this item adding as a standard agenda item.
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KL to put task and finish group together.

Recovery Plan 17/18 and GP Quality Contract

Karen Leverett

Kirk Benyon

KL will liaise with CW

Member Engagement and Practice Visits

KB to update members with regard to STP at the next meeting.

GP Forward View

CW to bring back any information around future housing plans to the next Collette Walsh
meeting.

Hollybank List Closure Application

26th January 2016

26th January 2016

